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Last sitting before election 
Returning MP's face toughe,s t problem ever. 
O'ITAWK (CPI - MPs Parliament. Contents of the The Atlantic nrovinces summer but zt appears in case of a legislative legislation was elimination reorganize the ad- or price increases were 
return next week to open a speech she will read-- continue to be l,~rdnst hit. unlikely now. Treasury emergency, when they left of ao $8.3-miilion railway ministrativestructureofAlr rolled back. 
new nesslon of Parliament, expected to contain an RECORD DEFICIT Board President Robert for holidays in August. freight -subsidy for grain Canada, a Crown cor- Measures proposed in the 
likely the last before the appeal for national unity-- POSSIBLE Andras indieates he plane to movement, use of metric poration, and remove it last federalbudget, March 
Mxt federal election, with are determined by Prime Also, finance department clamp down on federal Parliament passed 45 measurements by farmers from the control of 31, have yet to be im- 
high inflation, heavy Minister Trudeau after figures show a szgnifieant _spending and Employment pieces of legislation last and the second stage of a Canadian National plemented. They include a 
unemployment and Quebec consultation with his cabinet drop in f~eral revenues Minister Bud collen says his session and all but three of major overhaul of combines Railways. controversial tax on in- 
indel~-ndence hammering ministers, from personal income tax department has no money 19 bills that did not get and competition laws that The others give the vestment above $10,000 
o~ .thed~gOrV.erning liberal Opposition MPs put the might lead to a record left for a new yrogram, approval will die Monday has been 11 years in the transport departmentpower gained on life insurance 
• onus on the Liberals to budgetary deficit of about $8 Before open~g the third and have to be reintroduced making, to prevent urban growth policies when the insured 
~Y'Sonly  firm promise produce measures to billion for the 1977-78 fiscal session of the 30th in the new session. The The three bills that will near airports and to person dies. 
about he new session so far combat unemployment, year. Parliament, MPs and government also may not be allowed to die establish stricter controls The government also has 
has come. from Finance inflation, uncertainty over Hints that a new federal senators meet Monday to reintroduce bills it backed Monday already are partly over 2,300 fishing and started hammering out new 
Minister Jean Chretlen who controls and a budgetary jobcreation program is in formally end the secondses- down on in the face of heavy through the legislative recreational harbors, financial arrangements 
says he will announce the 'deficit, among other theworks_ came during the sion that was left dangling, opposition attacks, pr~ess. One would REVISION OVERDUE 
fate of wage and price economic problems. The regular 10-year withments provincialfor a other plang°Vern'that 
controls, selieduled to be Latest available statistics , - = " r~ 
sorappedi~December, 1978. .ow.eo.n.d i .ndo, , . r . ,  _e____ ei a__  lth idj ~ revision of the Bank Act is would increase federal A r~ow of national af- its lowest, international Weather overdue and the corporate welfare ~ndiug  next year 
fairs and an indication of value in eight years and affairs department plans by $132 million to about $616 
government plans for the inflation at 8.3 per cent for A warm front passing ovez another un at a two-year- million. 
mxtsessionwlllbeunvelled the 12-month period ending northwest B.C. will hring old bankruptcy bill that 
Tuesday when Queen in August, well above the overcast conditions and likely will be watered own. Sine~ the session likely 
Elizabeth opens Parliament six-per-cent governmenf continuous rain today with Also certain is a bill will be the last before the 
and reads [he speech from target, a high of eight degrees, designed to close a loophole next general election, 
in the controls program that possibly this spring, oleo: 
thelthusbeen20yearssineethrone, sens,8.2percentoftheworkIn August, 838,000 per- [, Serv|noTerrace, Kiflmat, the Hazelfons, StewartandlheNass [ degrees.T°night's low, three would permit unions and tion-type ~rograms may 
~VOLUME71NO. 111 Price: 20cents TUESDAY, OCTOBER11,1977 J companJes to regain the show up m the coming the Queen opened force, were unemployed. ~ J money they lost when wage months. 
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Peace prize 
to marchers 
OSLO (AP) -- Two women 
who started a peace 
movement in Northern 
Ireland and a London-based 
arganization that works for 
political prisoners won 
Nobel Peace Prizes on 
M~ae ~obel Committee of 
the Norwegian parliament 
awarded the 1977 prize to the 
L , no i t  
Anmesty International, for 
16 years of effort cm behalf 
.of "prisoners of conscience" 
and against ~n'ture and the 
desth penury. 
It gave .the 1976 prize to 
Betty Williams, 33, and 
Malread Corrigan, 32, for 
eq[aa l~ a broad-based 
movement ~ o ,trv to end 
.... ~bIr:- ~O .meland between 
Protestaiit a'hd Roman 
Catholic extremists. 
:~e  women launched the 
campaign more than six 
months:aflar the Feb. 1 
deadline fo r  peace prize 
nominations last year, when 
all 50 candidates were 
rejected and no award was 
given. Soviet dissident An- 
drei Sakharov won it in 1975. 
Mrs: Williams' said in Lon- 
IOTH BODY TO WIN 
Amnesty is the 10th 
organization to win the 
peace prize. In selecting it 
over 53 other candidates, the 
Nobel Committee called 
1977 "the year dedicatp 
watch on their court eases. 
bel Committee cited the 
Northern Irish women's 
"initiative to end the 
violence which has marked 
the unfortunate disin- 
tegration in Northern 
Ireland, and which has cost 
so many lives." 
"Mniread Corrigan and 
Betty Williams acted out of 
a deep convictionthat in- 
dividuaipeople can do 
meaningfulefforts forpeace 
through conciliatory work," 
it said. ,~ 
SAW ciii/~REN~ KILLED 
The two R0man'-Catholic 
women launched their 
movement in August, 1976, 
after Mrs, Williams saw 
three children killed by a 
runaway car whose 
guerrilla driver had been 
shot by British soldiers in 
Belfast. Miss Corrigan was 
the aunt of the slain 
children. 
Braving threats on their 
lives by extremists, the, 
women organized peaceful 
marches by thousands of 
Protestants and Roman 
don: "We've only been 
going 14 months and other 
~ople have been going for 
years. But I know how hard Catholics in Northern 
we workedand perhaps Ireland, the Irish republic 
after all we have earned it." and England. Last year they 
Miss Corrigan, moved to travelled to the United 
tears by the news, said in States to urge Americans to 
]Belfast: "I accept he prize stop sending money to the 
on behalf of everyone combatants. 
thrnughout he world who ' So widespread was the 
works and longs for peace sentiment m Norway for 
(and) the many _people who honoring them last year that 
Imve suffered and have been Nor*egian newspapers 
Jailed in the interests of raised $325,000 and gave it to 
ix0moting peace." them as a "People's Peace 
. r Prize." They used the 
The prizes are worth ,money for a trust fund to 
$141,g00 to Mrs. Williams create jobs, care for or- 
and Miss Corrigan and phans and repair' the 
$145,000 to Amnesty In. devastation in Northern 
ternational. Ireland. 
Somebody with an ugly sense of humor thought dressing this carcass of a bear in a 
werkman's Jacket was a Joke. RCMP, inofrmed of the incident Sunday night, took 
the remains back to its owner but laid no charges. The bear was skinned and the 
carcass left like this outside the Torohto Dominion Bank in a shopping area. 
Peering through the smoke, fireman helps extinguish blaze that burned the old 
Tuck Auto Court to the ground Monday. Owner Alan McGuwan was wrecking the 
baiidingand burning the wood in a separate fire when the blaze caught in the 
sawdustinsulation. Firement treated the incident as a Controlled burn. McGowan 
plans to wreck the rest of the building and subdivide the property. 
Replaces  ,c, tt Wallace 
Former track star jogs to Tory victory 
• KELOWNA (CP) Vic B. Progressive Con- preach and a well-organized 
Stephens ,  a British servative convention team of workers behind' 
Columbia track star of two Sunday. ' him. 
decades ago an now a The 182 voting delegates The other two competed, 
Courenay lawyer, jogged to gave Stephens 113 votes, 58 with hand-lettered sigm 
an easy, first-ballot victory to Dawson Creek lawyer against Stephens' closed- 
in the leadership race at the Larry Lewin and 11 to circuit elevision messages. 
manager William Fairiey, a 
late entry in the race. 
Stephens' victory had 
been widely predicted. He 
was the only candidate with 
a slick, professional ap  
All three candidates paid 
tribute to retired leader Dr. 
Scott Wallace, but minutes 
after the delegates had 
cheered Stephens' victory, 
the new leader found 
Charges may 
followskirmish 
Charges are being con- the scene he saw an officer 
sidered against several struggling on the ground 
people, arrested early with another man and "I 
Saturday morning after a waded in." He said he 
disturbance in front of the stooped down to help the 
Lakelse Hotel in which an officer subdue the other and 
RCMP officer suffered a got a boot in his face for his 
broken nose after being {rouble. "I don't think the 
kicked in the face. guy even knew who he was 
"To tell the truth, if I'd kicking." 
had any more common Seven or eight people 
sense, I probably wouldn't were booked into the.pollce 
have got it," saidCst. Dave lock-up for being drunk in a 
Kornichuk of his injury public place, he said. 
which wasn't serious enough Charges of causing a 
to prevent him from corn- disturbance, obstructing'a 
pleting his shift, police officer and assaulting 
Hesald he was responding a police officer are being 
to a call to help out about considered against five 
five other officers who were persons, according to the 
attempting to quell a RCMP report given Monday 
disturbance involving about night. 
15 or 20 people at 12:20 Kornichuk said no 
Saturday morning, treatment was necessary 
"The more we tried to for his injury, thoughR was 
break up the fight, the mor diagnosed as a fractur, y 
the people became violent," nose swelled up a~d I had a 
he said. After arriving on headache, that's all." 
himself in a conflict with the 
old. 
Before the voting, 
Stepheus, 46, told the con- 
vention he.had a dream of 
sitting next o Wallace in the 
legislature and 'afterwards 
he insisted Wallace must 
retain his seat in Oak Bay. 
Wallace disagreed. 
"A leader must be in the 
house," Wallace said. "A 
top priority is to get the 
leader into the legislature. 
"I have to try and per- 
suade Vic that he should 
consider my strong 
recommendations that the 
best way to go is for me to 
resign my seat and have 
him run in Oak Bay," 
Wallace said. 
Stepheus, however, does not 
feel a quick byelection is 
either necessary or 
• desirable. 
"I think it's equally 
important hat I have suf- 
ficmnt time before going to 
the house to do the ground 
work, basic work that needs 
to be done in this party." 
His first priorities are to 
rebuild party membership 
and finances. 
If I have a choice between 
Scott resigning his seat and 
me staying out of the house, 
HI elect Scott o stay on and 
I'II wait until the next 
general election," Stephens 
said. 
However, he pointed out 
that Wallace has taken to 
the courts a constitutional 
question that might result in 
wallace and four Social 
Credit members losing their 
seats because they accepted Stepheus said he would 
government expense money fight any plan by Premier 
they were not entitled to. Bill Bennett to settle the 
That could mean five issue by retroactive 
byelections, Stephens aid, legislation. 
and wouldn't that be ex- 
citing." Stephens said he would 
"['he expense money has prefer to run in his home 
since been returned to the ndlug of Comox, where he 
lost to Karen Sanford of the government, jTh constituion 
act says the emmbers are NDP in the 1975 election. 
not entitled to any extra Wallace has indicated he 
expeusemoney since,that is will make a firm an- 
coveredin their salaries and nouncement on his future 
sessional allowances: plans within a week. 
Ferry workers 
defy order 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- The executive made that 
Striking ferry workers voted recommendation at 
Monday to defy a British meetings in Vancouver, 
Columbia Labor Relations V ic t o r i 
Board ruling that ordered Langdale, Powell River and 
them beck to work. Ganges on Saltspring 
And Shirley Mathieson, Island, but workers were 
president of the B.C. Ferry almost unanimous in voting 
and Marine Workers' Union, to extend their illegal strike. 
said the results of the six The ~.buat fleet has been 
membership meetings in- 
dicate that ferries will idle since early Friday 
m 
remain idle until the 2,600 thousands of persons who 
workers get a contract, had hoped to travel during 
"H management would sit the Thanksgiving weekend 
down at the table," she said, 
"we could get a contract in over the 13 routes that the 
no time," ferries usually/pl~ between 
The LRB ruling, made the' malLmnd, Vancouver 
Saturday, ordered the union Island and the Gulf Islands. 
executive to convene Labor Minister Allan Wil- 
membership meetings and llams said he was disap- 
recommenathat members pointed with the union's 
~turn to work immediately, decision to stay off the job. 
f 
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Joe Clark 
Unity travel costly' 
KELOWNA, B.C. CP- Clark said internal travel 
Exchange trave" is too costs must he examined 
expensive to ,.ssist in because expensive fares 
developing national unity on discourage xchange visits 
a one-to-one basis, says between East and West. 
Progressive Conservative " 
leader Joe Clark. He said the average 
He made the comment mileage cost for someone 
during a suprise appearance travelling to Miami or 
Sat'~day at a national Britain from Toronote is 
workshop convention staged ant-quarter the average cost 
by British Columbia party to trave~ to Toronto from 
members. Quebec." 
He said people must make 
an effort to know what is 
eccuring not only in Quebec 
but in other provinces. 
He told another questioner 
that ff Conservatives for- 
med the next federal 
government, they would 
reatin the Official 
Languages Act but not apply 
it in unnecessary areas, 
One area that would he 
acrutinized would be 
N D P  l o s e r  tic..bilingual labelling prec. 
a He said a Conservative 
government would be 
in Quebec 
The Saskatchewan party 
is close to B.C., the Main- 
toba branch has done vir- 
tually nothing because of the 
provinicial election cam- 
paigu, there, the Ontado 
branch is behind because of 
the last provincial election 
and the Quebec party "as 
usual is not in good shape at 
all," Gahehnann. 
He said it was fortunate 
for the party that Prime 
Minister Trudeau, "for 
some stupid reason on his 
part," didn't call an election 
for the fall. It has given 
theparty the chance to get 
into shape, particularly in 
manitoba nd Ontario. 
Unemploymentand 
economic disparity will be 
the major focus of the party 
in an election campaign, 
said Gabeimann. One 
solgan being considered now 
is: "A nation out of work 
can't work as a nation." 
He said this theme focuses 
on umeployment and 
economic stagnation as 
being fuel for separatist 
sentiment in Quebec. 
QUESENL, B,C. CP-The 
New Democratic Party has 
no realistic prospect of 
winning any Quebec seats in 
the next federal election; a 
member of the party's 
federal election p|anninj~ 
committee told a meeting 
here Saturday. 
Colin Gabehnann, a 
former memeber of the 
British Columbia legislature 
participating in the B.C.' 
party's northern regional 
association semi-annnal 
convention at this Cariboo 
community, said however, 
that the party would run a 
full slate of candidates in 
that province. 
Gahelmana told 120 party 
supporters that the federal 
NDP has hired a full-time 
Quebec organizer "but 
that's perceived as a 
long'term project and not 
semethin~ that can reach a 
good pesdion in this elec- 
tion. 
He said the party is far- 
ther ahead in election 
preparedness in B.C. than 
any other section in the 
country. 
Climbers reach 
distant peak 
atmandu AP - Four 
Canadians have reached the 
top of the 23,442 foot Mount 
Pumori, a satellite peak of 
the Mount Everest range, 
Nepal's foreign secretary 
said Sunday. 
This was a Canadian 
expeditions's first conquest 
of aHimalayan peak in 
Nepal. 
A ministry spokesman 
said the Canadians spent 
about 50 minutes atop Mount 
Pumopre in fine weather 
Friday. 
The spokesman said the 
six-man expedition reached 
theat9:15 a.m. Friday. The 
first man on the top was the 
expedition leaderGeorg~ 
Rowe, 33 , a mechanical 
engineer f om Golden, B.C. 
He was accompanied by 
Tim Auger, 31, a ranger at 
Banff National Park .in 
Alberta; LloydWillian~ 
Gallagher, 37, an Alpine 
guide from Canmore, Alta., 
and Christopher Shank, 31, 
of Calagary, who was 
working in Afghanistan as a 
zoologist 
The miinistry did not say 
whether Sutton and Homer 
would make the summit 
attempt. But, as the peak 
has been reached, the ex- 
pedition was expected, to 
concentrate on the down- 
ward journey. 
The Canadians made the 
climb without the aid. of 
Sherpa guides, experts at 
high altitudes, to help carry 
food and equipment into 
higher camps and without 
oxygen to reduce the eefect 
of thin air on mental and 
physical performance. 
It was assumed they 
ascended Pumori's south- 
west ridge,the route the 
team said it had intended to 
follow and the route by 
| 
re 
which a Japanese team 
successfully scaled the peak 
in 1973 and a French team in 
1975. 
led 
e! 
prepared to make money 
available through a 
provincial cost-sharing 
program for public servants 
wanting to upgra -. 
themsleves bilingually: 
Hwoever, he also said he 
would decrease ti~ number 
of public servants who need 
to he bilingual. 
Clark said ~ere is a 
possibility of violence in 
Quebec over the national 
unity issue but there is less 
likellihood of this oc'curing 
than "in a tavern in Prince 
George B.C. on some other 
matter. 
Earlier in the day, 
Saskatchewan Conservative 
leader Dick Collver said he 
has sent a message to Prime 
Minister 'IYudcau calling for 
an immediate national, 
referendum on unity. 
Collver said the 
referendum is necessary to 
"proveto investors in 
Canada and the world that 
we are our country and that 
the people of this country 
are behind it." 
ColDer told a news con- 
ference following a speech 
to the B.C. Conservative 
convention that Canada is 
caught in a vicious circle. 
He said Quebec Premier 
Rene "[,evesqu istalking 
separation" and "that 
frightens off private mone~. 
Private money in not m- 
vestigating in Quebec or in 
Canada." 
Collver added: "Wewill 
reach the point where the 
people of Quebec will be in 
such a state economically 
within~, a year or two that 
they will turn to anything to 
make it better. 
i~  Employment and Emploiet 
Immigration Canada Immigration Canada 
Canada Centre d'Emploi 
Employment Centre du Canada 
ATTENTION 
EMPLOYERS 
the U.I.C. will present a 
FREE SoEMINAR 
THE RECORD OF EMPLOYMENT 
AND 
OTHER RELATED SUBJECTS 
ON 
18 Oct. at 10:00 a.m. 
and 2:00 p.m. 
4t 4630 Lazelle Ave. 
Terrace 
The seminar will last approximately 2 hours. The session 
will be limited to 12 persons, space is available by Reser. 
vation only. Please Phone Jim Parfrey at 635.7134to Reserve 
Space. 
New Business's 
Not listed in our 
D.C. Tel Directory. 
K & J AUTOMOTIVES - 630°8404 
V ILLAGE MEATS - 638-176S 
TERRACE OIL  BURNER SERVICES . 635-4227 
ALL-WEST GLASS - 431-1144 
Free. for ON E month courtesy of the DAILY fl E RALD 
]r bus: ~ss phone 
listed for your customers Please Gall 636-6367 
I/ llC 
HARDWARE STORES 
AHDERSON 
bring you 
mE 
E T,V, 6UID 
ALL LISTINOS SUDJEOT TO CHANCE WlTUOUT NOTICE 
Tuesday October 11 
KING 
(NBC) 
5 1 ~ 1  The Newlywed ~4S News Game s 
C : ~ Cant Cant 
U: : :  Co.,C°at 
i i'~ Seattle Tonight 
i i  i NameThat Richard Pryor 
. i SPECIAL 
Cant 
Cant 
The Big Event: 
"Dick Clark's 
Good Old Days: 
. . . From Bobby Sox 
1N I nt Cant £ U  :~ font 
Cant 11i News 
~Tonglht 
I I Show 
Cant 
Cant 
Cotn 
~45 Cotn 
CFTK 
(CB¢) 
World Series 
• Baseball 
Cant 
Cent 
Cant 
Cant 
cant 
Cant 
Cant 
Cant 
Sports 
Sports 
Hourglass 
Hourglass 
'Mary Tyler 
Moore 
Muppets 
Muppets 
Laverne & 
Shirley 
Science 
Magazine 
All in 
The Family 
The Natlenal 
Night 
Final 
Ninety Minutes 
Live 
Cant 
Cent 
Wednesday 0etcher 12 
a ¶ :00 ,Wheel of.:., " . : ,  
I~ :lS " Fortune ... . . .  
, :30 Knockout 
a I :45 Knockout 
s | :00 To Say 
: 15 the Least 
:30 The Gong 
I i I :4,5 Show 
.o,,.w. 
Squares 
DAYS OF 
~45 Our Lives 
I 
i :00 Cant 
: lS Cant 
:30 The Doctors 
i i :45 Cant 
2 World Another ~45 World 
41 I " Movie 
II i i3~ "Great CATHERINE" 
Qmt 
Cont 
' Cont 
: 45 Cant 
BCl"V 
(CTV) 
Emergency 
Emergency 
Emergency 
Emergency 
News 
News 
News 
News 
Stars on Ice 
Stars of Ice 
Search and 
Rescue 
Man from 
Atlantis 
Cant' 
Cent' 
Switch 
5witch 
Switch 
Switch 
Lou Grant 
Lou Grant 
Lou Grant 
Lou Grant 
I 
CTV News 
News 
Hour 
Final 
The Late Show 
"House .That 
Dripped Blood" 
Cent 
• Western Jean "Cannem 
Schools Show 
Mr. Dressup Definition 
b~'. Dressup Definition 
J i 
~esame Kareen's Yoga 
Street Cant 
Sesame It's Your Move 
Street , Cant 
Bob McLean Noon 
Show News 
Cony Movie Matinee 
CBC News "McMIIlan.and 
I' Dream Wife: 
of Jeannle The DEVIL 
Hollywood You Say" 
Scluares Cent 
Ryan's Anomer 
Hope World 
Edge / Another 
Of Night World 
I I I 
Take Alan Hamel 
Thirty Show 
Celebrity Alan Hamel 
Cooks Show 
Homemade 5antord and son 
TV ' Senford and Son 
Electric nhl 
Company Hockey 
6p,m, to midnight 
KCTS 
(PBS) 
I 
Mister 
Rogers 
Electric 
Company 
Zoom 
Zoom 
Big Blue 
Marble 
MacNell. 
Lehrer 
Nlne's 
~-,rnal 
I 
A Good 
Dlssonance 
A Good 
Dissonance 
Seabrook 
Seabrook 
Menty 
Python 
Docu. 
Showcase 
Cent" 
Cant" 
Latlno 
Consortium 
KIRO 
(CBS) - 
Kolak 
Kolak 
Late MoVIe: 
"Counterfelr green" 
Cant 
Cent 
10 a,m, to 6 p,m, 
• Electric 
Company 
Bread and 
Butterflies 
Cover to 
Cover 
ASWe 
See it 
Electric 
Company 
Spinnlng 
Stories 
I 
Cant' 
Cover to cover 
M is for 
Music 
Stories of 
America 
Making 
Music 
Age of 
Uncertainty 
Can't 
Can't 
Sesame 
Street 
Sesame 
i'.~tr,~' 
I 
FEATURING THIS WEEK 
"50" Steel Decorated 
/ ,  . . ~ :  " 
o   GORDON & ANDERSON 
Store Hours: Tues, to Sat. 9 a,m, to 5:30 psm, Friday 9 a,m. to 9 psm, 
Despite his polished delivery, Sen. Ray Perrault's speech to 
Terrace businessmen here Friday night drew only scat- 
tered applause and no questions from the floor. 
f 
Senator urges businessmen 
Co-operate with gov't • 
Herald Staff 
The economy will be 
strong if the federal and 
provincial governments 
work in conjunction with 
small business, said Senator 
Ray Perrault in a speech 
made at the Terrace Hotel 
Friday night. 
Perrault made the speech 
to 58 people at a dinner co- 
sponsored by the Chamber 
of Commerce and En- 
terprise Canada 77, a 
federal campaign of ~e 
minish~y of industry, trade 
and commerce. 
Co-operation was the 
underlying principal of 
Perrault 's speech. "The 
solution to our problems lies 
in a co-operative ffortt 
amongst bit business, small 
business and government" 
said Perrault. 
"The ~overnment 
believes zt is impossible to 
spend our way out of 
trouble" he said. Instead, 
the government is looking to 
small business to help 
economic recovery. 
Plan needs approval 
3ancel tackles PCB 
provincial and federal "No one has been able to 
environmental authriities determine the reason for the 
since the explosion to wide disparity in results," 
develop a feasible plan to he said. "But one has to 
contain any PCB's which question the propdety of 
may have escaped into the one-sided public comment 
log pond area. before a trial is cimplete, 
end when so doing, w~thout 
He  said this effort was reference to the complete 
complicated by the fact that story of the testing, par- 
the same federal depart- lieularly the results oh- 
merit with which the com- rained from the independent 
party is co-operating to samp.l!ng program.'-- 
minimize and possible 
ecological damage is also Consulting engineers and 
involved in pressing the company's own 
criminal charges under the engineering and scientific 
fisheries act concerning the staff examined in detail 
Canadian Cellulose says it 
i s  bavaing eintinuing 
siscussions with federal and 
provincial environmental 
authorities en a plan to seal 
and contain polychorinated 
biphenyl (PCB) found in a 
small area of Porl~ese 
Harbour near Prince 
R~e rt' 
chemioal compound 
is alleged to have escaped 
into the company's pulp mill 
log pond area through a roof 
drain following an ac- 
cidental electrical tran 
sformer explosion last 
January. 
Donald Best, Senior Vice- transformer explosion, severa l  con t a in  m en 
president of operation, said ,,wo h . . . .  ~.,~:...~u-,..,  p o ss i b i l l t i es  b efo] 
-. ~, .- :, "~ ' " .~ '~" '~""" '~  " the implementatlon-:~ of . the . . . . .  : . . . .  ,..^a =. -ublic recommending 
~opOSal*will start  as so0n:: ~ a~hat,= while the:~mnttm • ia :, IZ~OPesal' ss . po . , 
it~ is approved by all! " : . " "  ~---;~---. . . . . . .  ~ .: . . . .  still before the courts, Best "It is our oninion that the appancame governmental ev,qained . ..r . .  
agencies. Best said the ".~ " _ .  ._ pro.l~.,a}., w~ p.recm.ae .any. 
~,--nrnna~l-- - .wan _~ubmitted by, ne sugges~eu .c°mmenm sioillty o1 cna cnenucm 
th~'~n~nnnv at the renu made by certom federal ~oo~ mi rating to an area . . . . .  _, est . g 
o~-.--en~v':~:~nmental environment protectzon where it might enter the 
authorities, though in- service employees while food chain," Best said. 
dependent esting of the court proceddings remain., m ,, 
. . . . . .  hnrhmw bottom has process as to the pesszble . . . . .  While not attempting to 
r~vealed relatively low level of PCB concentrations numm~ze m any way the 
concentrations of PCBs. !n Porpoise Harbour were hazards of PCB con- 
tamination, it has been 
irresponsible to unduly 
dependent professional results obtained from in- alarm the public with 
reported PCB concentration 
levels that are in serious 
conflict with scientific fsst 
results," Best said. 
]mproper. 
Best reiterated that test 
dependent ,  reputabl~ 
scientific bodies are very 
radically lower than those 
the EPS has obtained so far. 
This isn't your last chance to win 
slOO, OOO. 
Butit's getting close. 
Best said the company 
commissioned two in- 
organizations to scien- 
tifically sample and test for 
PCB presence. In addition, 
analysis procedures and 
sample results were double 
checked by the Ontario 
Research Foundation which 
has long standing 
recognized expertise in PCB 
analysis. 
The concentration level 
revealed in these tests 
ranged from less than one 
part per million to a high of 
12.4 parts per million, 
dramatically below the 
50,000 to 100,000 parts per 
million repor ted in  the 
media. 
Best said that, contrary to 
recent public allegations by 
env i ronmenta l i s ts ,  t 
company has been working 
in copoperation with 
Bridge 
 enders 
cal 
Tenders have been caged 
to be opened Oct. 25 for 
three new bridges on 
Yellowhead Highway 16 at 
Agate Creek, Igneous Creek 
and Kwinitsa Creek, it was 
announced today by high- 
ways and public works 
Minister Alex Fraser and 
Skeena electoral districl 
MIA Cyril Shelford. 
The three crossings are 
located at 94.4 kilometres 
(59 miles), 92.4 kilometres 
(58 miles), 81.6 kilometres 
(51 miles) west of Terrace. 
Aga~ Creek and Ingeous 
Creek bridges will be two- 
span, 63' prestressed con- 
crete box stringer bridges 
and Kwiniisa Creek will he a 
two span, 125' prestressed 
concrete box stringer. 
The abutments and piers 
will be reinforced concrete 
caps on steel pipe piles. 
 eHu tu, 
ticket NOW. 
~ ~ u m m m  1 m . To order your tickets, mail this coupon to: I LUCKY LEO LOTTERY 
i .  Ticket sales close October 31,1977. II 
i 
NO. OF TICKETS; . . . .  I AMOUNTI t CflEOUE ' ' -7  MONEY 
I REOUIREDL--.._--_ ENCLOSEOL___..J .,_ OROERL.--J I 
CIIYIIOWN " POSTAL CODE q I 
. ~ . u^thorized by the Government ol 6.fish Cotumb,~ t~ccece ~ 
b i n i i n R R i n n B R g  
' Proceeds tothe 
British Columbia Lions Society for Crippled Children. 
30 Early B~rd Wlnnml .. $1,000 to I I~la Corrl~l, O'~f~3k. 
seller S I~'lze. R. klnnMI, Cranlx'ook. SlOOo0n~Mk~ • Nurle~ And, Sidney; 
Sioe~e Haflgn, New Westminster; Art Kusl¢k, Haz~ton; R.H. Peele, 
• Fleming St., Brenda MacDonald, Czrdero St., Vancouver. 150 axlsOlMIon. 
M, Retd, 9,~'rwt Writ ~ ,  Vlcl~'la; J0yce Hlckerrd~ lh~ I.a~; 
Ketly Dykes, Alert Bay/Brian Tedder, Kaml0ol~; L, Laughlin, Zarlne .Nt- 
mecl, Ruth On', Richmond; D. Dmnll~ ~ 61St, Larry Adanlsm, Barclay 
St., Vanoouver. 
Terraco Centennial Lions Club 
No3 - 4013 Sparks St. 
Torrace, B.C. VilO 4NI 
"Eighty-five per cent of 
all bnahieuss in Canada 
• employ 100 people or fewer" 
said Perrau]t. "They have a 
pride hi their contribution to
society and believe in hard 
work." It is this hard work 
that the government hopes 
to cash ~n on in bringing 
strength to thk country. 
But small businessmen 
have an aversion to the 
federal government. At the 
govemment-xpunsored 
dinner where Perralut 
spoke, a ,third of the seats 
were empty. The press sat 
along one wall, bankers 
along the other. Few seats 
were full in ~ centre. 
The government knows it 
is unpo~pular. Perrault cited 
a fiaflonai survey of 
businessmen done last year 
where "government was 
viewed as remote, complex 
and unsympathetic. This 
remoteness wasn't just a 
matter of making a-oh(p one 
eall or taking a plane ti'lp; it 
- was  a peree lven  
remoteness . "  
To overcome the con- 
fusion surrounding various 
overnment programs, 
e r rau l t  announced a 
manual of government 
services available to the 
small businessman. 
To bring • bureaucrats 
clo~.r ~,these..the Z .serve: 
provmcmi beams wm De set 
UP to allocate funds through 
the enterprise development 
program. 
Ben Wnsk, the furniture 
s to re  magnate of the 
Vancouver area, has been 
named chairman of B.C.'s 
board. Perrault explained 
V/usk was chosen on his 
performance as an en- 
trepreneur. V/osk came to 
the province as a poor 
immigrant. Now his is one of 
the wealthiest men in the 
province. 
The purpose of the En- 
te rpr i se  Developmen 
Program is to make loan of 
_uP to $250,000 for innovation 
hi  business. A jo int  
agreement B.C. has with the 
federa l  government  
,provides $5 million to assist 
m mondernization, ex- 
pansion or establlshenmt of 
small business. 
• Perrault said "This is an 
example of two govern- 
ments working together -- 
riot pHiticking, but working 
together." 
The federal government 
plans to reduce paperwork 
in government  dealings. 
"We want to do away wRh 
some of the wastepaper 
baskets of the country." 
said Perrault. 
"The savings to small 
business in terms of the time 
spent in filling these forms 
wig be about ~ million over 
the six years of their with- 
drawal", he said. 
Most of the cuts will  come 
from amendments to the 
Corporations and Labor 
Union Returns Act. Fewer 
• companies will be asked to 
report. 
In an interview prior to 
the speech, Perrault said 
the number of actual forms 
has also been cut. 
I 
J 
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ON SALE NOW. 
TWO NEW CANADA 
SAVINGS BONDS. 
THE TWO NEW BONDS: 
A. THE COMPOUND INTEREST" 
BOND. 
This bond re-invests your interest 
automatically, earning interest on your 
interest after the first year, at the average 
annual yield to maturity of the Series. 
Interest ispayable only when the bonds are 
redeemed or at maturity. If left o maturity, a 
$100 bond will grow to $200.97 in just ~ 
9.years. . . . :  : ' -  ' " : " i "  " " " . . . .  ; ; , . ;  ¢:.~ ;,;L::~:' .~' ". ":;:~ ,1 f
B. THE REGULAR INTEREST 
BOND. 
This bond pays you a regular annual 
income ach Nov. 1. You have the choice of 
receiving your interest either by cheque or by 
direct deposit nto your chequing or savings 
account. 
A SECURE INVESTMENT 
Both new bonds retain the features that 
have helped to make Canada Savings Bonds 
the favourite investment for millions of 
Canadians. They're asecure investment and 
they're instant cash anytime. 
ON SALE NOW 
New Canada Savings Bonds are now on 
sale wherever you bank or invest. Both new 
bonds may be purchased for cash and the 
Compound Interest Bond may also be 
purchased on the convenient Monthly 
Savings Plan. Buy yours t~ay! 
In "the great tradition of Canada Savings 
Bonds, two new bonds are being offered this 
~ear--the Compound Interest Bond and the 
Regular Interest Bond. The new bonds, t~hich 
have been s~ci[ically designed to meet he savings 
goals of millions of Canadians, are now on sale. 
•-.'DIE 
1. INTEREST ON YOUR INTEREST. 
: ,  .. Interest on the Compound Interest Bond is i 
left to accumulate, earning interest on your 
interest after the flrstyear at the average 
annual yield to maturity of the Series. 
2. DIRECT DEPOSIT OPTION. 
The Regular Interest Bond, which pays 
interest each Nov. 1, offers the desirable 
option of having interest deposited directly 
into your Chequing or savings account. 
3. DENOMINATIONS. 
The Regular Interest Bond comes in 
denominations starting at $300, while the 
minimum denom!nation f the Compound 
Interest Bond is $100. 
4. ADDED CONVENIENCE. 
• Since the new bonds do not have coupons, 
there is nothing to clip, handle, or possibly 
lose. 
5. A NEW SIZE. 
The new bonds are smaller in size than 
those previously produced. This makes for 
e~/sier handling and safekeeping. 
A GOOD RETURN 
New Canada Savings Bonds are dated 
November 1,1977 and yield an average 
annual interest of 8.06% when held to 
maturityin 1986. Each new bond begins with 
7% interest the first year and earns 8.25% 
interest for each of the remaining 8 years. 
The combined total purchase limit for this 
issue is $15,000. 
HIGHLIGHTS OF THE TWO NEW BONDS 
Compound Interest Bond 
Interest is left to accumulate and is 
payable only when the bonds are 
redeemed or at maturity (See Note I), 
Interest Payments 
Regular Interest Bond 
Interest is paid each Nov. I by cheque or, 
if you choose at the time of purchase, by 
direct deposit into your account. 
Method of Purchase (a) Cash (b) Monthly Savings Plan Cash 
(c) Payroll Savings Plan 
Denominations $1oo, $3oo, $5o0, $1,o0o, $Looo $300, $5oo, $1 ,ooo, $5,ooo 
! 
Cashable anytime at face value plus interest 
corned since receipt of last interest payment 
(except if redeemed in Sept. or Oct.- 
See Note 2), 
Cashable anytime at face value plus 
earned interest. 
Fxchangeable, without cost, for a Compound 
Interest Bond of the same Series up to and 
including Aug. 31, 1978. 
Exchangeable, without cost, for a 
Regular Interest Bond of the same Series 
starting at the minimum of $300. 
Note 2: Owners cashing bonds during Sept. 
and Oct., will receive face value with unearned 
interest deducted because interest for the 
entire year will be paid on Nov. I. 
Note I :  Simple interest on the par value 
Is accrued monthly at the relevant 
annual rate. Compound interest is 
calculated each Nov. 1 at the average 
annual yield to maturity of the Series, on 
! all interest earned as at Nov. I and is 
accrued in equal monthly amounts over 
the next twelve months Thus compound 
Interest is'first accrued after 1 3'ear and 
I month have elapsed. 
A GREAT CHOICE 
Redemption 
Exchangeability 
(X)MPOUND INTEREST OR REGULAR INTEREST 
-% • 
o .  
. , 
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No scab 
teachers 
The Provincial Goveru- filiated to the Labour 
ments decision to contact Councils and'we cannot 
our Industrial Frist Aid accept their eplacement by
truing to the St. John's Scabs. 
Ambulance is a further B.C.'s lndustrialFirst Aid 
deteriortation of the attendants are probabley 
workers health and safet~ the best rained in Canada 
programs in British and as our members life and 
Columbia. limb is air stake we must 
While 'the Kitimat- Protest any change that 
Terrace and District Labour dimish their chances. 
Council recognizes the St. The overwhelmin~ 
Johns Ambulance vlaUe majority of industrial first 
outside industrial situations aid studens are members of
: ~) :? ; .  . . q ~ .  ~ their take-over of industrial Unions that in some eases 
" First Aid training is totally pay all o r  pert of the 
.:;;:~!~ *.;i ~"~":'~' " " worker and is pert and insist on the best training 
iii~i!~! ,!...,,. :. unacceptable to' the B.C. registration fees ann we 
democracy Pa.el of the governments possible. 
:~"~;'~'~"~";:~ °• . . . .  . . .  ~ '  ~ Id % ~ ~  W "~ effort to furtberundermine In a country where L ~/. ~;.".'.U:::~ .~e: . . . the Unions and save money hundreds of workers are 
..' : ~:~ . . . . . . .  at the expense of ther killed every ear and where i:/i@ eans obhgatzons worker, more mun~lays are lest t0 
" An, Indus~dai First Aid industrial disease and ac- 
-:';~is ihitllke~crossing the floor at a high school prom to ask a 1 able to adminster first aid about Strikes, nothing but 
i~  |~dance.Noonewantstobef l rst .  ~ but alsounderstand an the very best is good enough 
!! •' ~ i te  the reluctance of city aldermen.to r~i~n industrial environoment to for the worker. 
~!i~l~ !0¢t .  5 deadline to contest the mayor's eat, it prevent accidents. John Jensen, president 
~:1~ ~there'ssl f l !goiugtol~.arace. . . . Present Instrucotrs are Terrace-Kitimat Labor 
;'~'!~ ~j~newspaper has been privy to some ot me snaao.wy ~ members of Unions at- Council. 
(~  ~-[~W:posit ioan that nsnaliy prooed.e l.eo~on . . . . .  ¢,..liiii ii Joh "S can't ~;:~ i~ i~m wl~n the mayor's eat is up for graus. Kight at .~ , ,  
'.fi .regiment, i  looks like beth labor and business intsresm " ' l 'm all for accommodating Quebecers - -  unfortunately, my house isn't big enough." r~ 
.... k ~ii :are anxious to field candidates torun against in- 
~ditlooksllke China today n the safety of • match  the  
side from our ('-;S ".. .e With regard to Education In a desperate bid to 
by exe~ii~ng ..~ ,.. ':,. '"" ...... :.:! . . . . .  .. Minister Pat  McGeer's establish themselves in this 
struggle id alists : ~,~, , , ,a~,  w i th  e in  educat ion  College giving St. Johns ching an instructor from " * Ambulance carte blanche in Vancouver to teach 2 two- candidates, or • administrating Induskial week "crash" courses in 
Hyspaesored, h group of Asse¢iated Press --Examinations were at- Chou said that he Geng of modernization, the new Frist Aid throughout B.C. Terrace and Prince Rupert. 
|dant eandidat executives and directors tacked as a form of elitism Four, which included RaG's order is illustrated in the we instructors feel that a The past failure rate in 
these "crash" course has ;mecracy, and were given a look inside not suited to a society of widow Chiang Ching, bad discussions over who gets few facts should be brought be n intheneighbour ood f 
~lic contest an classrooms of China during equa!s. Tang said they must taken tight control of the into the university. 
~d chance of a recent 16-day tom' of the I~ given, university from 1973 to 1976. " 
toyour attention. 
The old way, Chou ex- St. Johns has not always 70 percent. 
,~rner in town country. In tide er-licle, HELPS LEAD EFFORT (They were arrested last plained, consisted of a class been the prime contractor At present, in the Terrace 
niuntion costs Louis Boccardi, executive • A leader in the current October.) made up pretty much for Industrial training in. area,alone, there are 50 to 
editor and vice-president of Chinese ducational effort is He said they attacked equally from among "B.C. The Industrial First 60 first aid attendants and 
an old hand, Chou Pei-yuan, supporterst° run is an-is learned.The AP, tells what they a p_h~icist in his 70s who professors for their peasants, workers and Aid Attendants Association first aid attendants waiting 
writings, assailed in- soldiers. They were of B.C. 0rt~inally had the thecourse. St. Johns has not 
he could enter By LOUIS BOCCARm sttklied in the United States tellectuals as non- nominated by their factory r e s p o n s ~ b i I i t y b u t requested the Northwest 
~way from this PEKING (AP) -- China's before 1949 and now is vice- contributors to the labors or neighborhood r military relenguished it to St. Johns. Community College (which 
is fully capable of spon- onwhy a non- leaders are making major chairman of Peking China needed from every unit and ideological'purity In this area, under the soring Industrial First Aid ~didate o help "changes in the country's University. c.itizen, and sabotaged ex- was a key factor. 
N.W.C.C. industrial First to put on a course.) a better list of educational system, which Duringa one-half day visit aminations. They attacked 
they say was all ' but to the university by a group him, too, for his stress on Now, Chou said, that is to Aid has alwa~,s been given As we instructors in this 
are left with wrecked in the ideological of Associated Press Chiun's need to make the he changed. Plans are not the priority ~t deserves in area see it, the St. JJohns 
yet fina'I but perhaps as top .quality equipment, organization is putting terestthe provinc~algr°u~" disputeSThe problems,°f r cent yearS..and the executiveSChou unfolded~ndhis directorS,story. He bebeStsaid.use of its brainpower, much as 30 per cent of t_he facilihes and instructior themselvas ¢: above the in- 
,an personally proposed cures, came _up spoke in Chinese, although ."': new !istudents 'may~ bel and has got re:s61ts. JOHN'S ;texast~ thb stddeflts.even 
,fly conned by frequently during a 16-day kls English is  excellent. Now, withthe Ga~fgof selected ' directly from CAN NOT MATCH 'THE though they are unable to 
sl business or trip through China. Occasionally he would in- Four arrested and Vice- middle school, with the COLLEGE EQUIP- put on a course in this area. 
--Peking University has terrupt the interpreter to Premier Teng leadin[~ an selection based on their MENT AND CAN NOT According to our in- 
iidate with the no freshman class this fall correct a nuance, effort to speed Chma's intelligence. GUARANTEE FULL formation, this is also the 
~ c0~age to be first to enter me race, to speak his criticism, because new standards for __ - -  FACILITIES AS THE feeling in Prince George, 
make,his promises and set the tone of the coming leetlon pl p : ~ .  l|'s the responsibility ofthose who are dissatisfied admission have not been ib r  COLLEGE COULD WERE Kamloopa, Prlnce Rupert o drawn up. The university is and peo e repare  she l te rs  war  THE PROGRAM MAIN- names few. 
'~ W[.'~ the:p¢, esent council to use the d.em~rati.c fortun fan 3,000 short of i ts  10,000- TAINED. We have the college 
~: th~i r  grievances anu pressing tor me changes mey student capacity. : MONGOLIA ~dp-Tbe one-  The ride started as we turnarounds. Later wewere ::. '~ant~::).. ~ ~. • The main differnece being facilities and equipment, the 
' :: 'l~L~wn can be a real community until its leaders are --The new standards, till storytam brick building sits drove up towbat looked like told that 13 branch tunnels, 
~elee~byvotorswhohavebeeaabletomakethek. choiceo being formulated, will put a t the  foot of Big Green a garage.' Or cars headed for people and notvehcles, that the college reinvests available.StudentsandthemstructorSWhy are we 
:~ ~fro~n~h:ivaried list of candidates. Candidates WhO nave, new stress on lett~ug the Mountain 5.6 miles 8.96 down a concrete ramp into a feed the tunnel we rode into the local Industrial stymied by St.Johns Am- 
~ ~'through:~ebate developed and explored every issue at- brightest students get the kllometres outside this tunnel nine feet wide and 10 through. But we could not First Aid, accordingto its bulanco? Especially when 
~ . f~:~mtmic ipa i i ty .  most-advanced training captial city of the Inner feet high. spot them. ChuG saidthero individual needs, where as 
with ideology not the cent~al Mongolian Autonomous The sides and vaulted are 100 underground rooms St. Johns has let it be known your directive states that 
qualification. Region. ceiling aremade of concrete for latrines and storage but that they are going" to theyare to request the . . . .  " 'conduct courses as cheaply colleges if they are unable to 
:i ::~;~;es,,...~,w.~vvv~, and stone. At its thinnest, no food is stocked beeanse it as ~essible so as to finance put forth a course, 
Perhaps you can shed 
...~ ..... -...,.... . the|r other programs, come light as to the reasons 
for giving St,Johns a 
monopoly in B.C. as well as 
why they are so desperately 
thrying to hold it. 
i n  the  r~,ews  -Because of ideological Its sides plastered with 
.. ~,,...~ ...... attacks on the universities slogar~.s painted in red, it the roof of the tunnel is 10 would spoil in the dampness. 
~ ~O~Oy~aI ;  < ~ ~ ,  Sardinia (AP) GREENFIELD, Mass. and scholars'by the now- looks like so many other.~ feet below the surface, we There is no filtration 
envisage using the tunnel to course from students, they -~ ~br  Michele Podda (AP) -- Postmaster Mat- ousted radical Gang of buildings in China. Nothing were told. system and th authorities Webelieve that at $100per 
Four, textbook publishing to catch the eye. Chao Teh-jung, chief of- move people out of the city •should receive the best 
~dan'azstledtohisoff ice thew Ruggeri held his searly stopped during the ,~ut it sits atop the and of a civil defence for Huhehot, andintothe mountains, not instruction possible plus the 
,~i: desk when he went to work temper when a dissatisfied last three or four years, civil efence tunneithat said the tunnel was built o to keep them under ground, most up to date equipment Yours very truly, 
~':'We!~nud.ay and police customer smashed the Teachers, unsure which way starts under another year 1971-73 b~. volunteer Oxygen would go down in a and facilities. R.K.Harris. 
~i~i~.l~fl~llte'ly opened an window at a post office the wind would he blowing, building in the capital and labor from theclty,. He said naturaldraft, Chao said, but 
~ '~mve~'flz~ation into who did it counter, ran off their materiak on traces a concrete-wallet] communities or . there are plans to install air J.O~F]~-- 'Tay  ~,-'-- J~,~ ~ 'y]L -"8"Lo- - ' "  
~ .  ~i Ruggeri called police duplicating machines--less escape route for the city's organizations in the city bad pumps and filters. 
~ ~  ' after the young man permanent andlesslikely to 500,00 residents, eachbeen assigned section s As we pulled away in a 
P '~ '~sa ld  unidentified .smashed the glass, but no cause trouble, light rain, the interpreter ~ took the ass from a one was injured and no A group of American to dig out and build. 
~ d ~  ~broke open the formal charges filed. --Scientific advance was vistors was driven throught The onlu illumination was asked what the slogans 1809--Meriwether Lewis, 1946--Archbishop\ 
?~:~_~townba.llandoftbe The postmaster and his interrupted. Vice-Premier thetunnol and told thet it is comes from bare light hulbs on the huilding's walls say. of the Lewis and Clark Aioysius Stepinac, Catholic 
~:~sTof f l ce ,  left the ass irate customer made an Tang Hsian-ping said in an tYvical of civile defenee strung along the wall every The first one he read is from' expedition, died. primate of Yugoslavia, was 
:~ i id :  t~k .  away the agreement-- Rnggeri will interview that power d/errs thoughout China. 100 feet or so. the late Communitst ~rty  1865--Morant, Jamaica, imvriscned for 
: .m~t~'s  amlcnmr, get the money for the struggles cost the country a It was the only one we During the 5.6 mile ride, Chairman Mao Tos-tung; was swept by a slave collaboration with the 
.... ' ~~!~!" smashed window when the decade~of progress, • saw. we passed three circular "Dig tunnels deep," uprising. Nazis. 
:.i:~.~ ~!gCommunist, has man gets his mall. , 
~"!:r~ ~k"Yt0wn of. 2,300 The man is waiting for his ,_ . . , . . . .  Donna Vallieres 
another d off 
Social Security cheque, so . . . . .  
elebrations just ay , " |0~ more than a Ruggeri is gunranieed Noc ~;~ ~'i[~!:'.:;~.. payment. 
~: ':": '"~:'f:~!~  I usually count royal.If amoang "then M~ty Allen doesn't like th~ stray Who soon abandoned me for a more the mill rate and decide which streets will 
bah'humbug people when It ,c~mea to idca~t~ongh. See, Marty is a director on sympathetic owner, he paved. 
holidays. Tba~ngivjng waan t eo bad., the.regional board from Hazeiton, and he My kid seemed to be getting attached to So, for anyone interested, here's the 
though, since it gave me an excuse to cook though we should all agree to make up for it so after I made a few attempts o find run-down on November's election to date; 
a turkey, this sanctioned indolence (not at ali in out if there was an original owner I Aid. Bob Cooper, Dave Pease and Vic 
keeping with the Reuiten Ethic) by decided she could stay. Jolliffe,who have one more year left 
Halloween is a nuisence because while contributing a day's pay to the senir Good luck, said my next door neignbor, before they'll have to "run again, have 
you're out checking apples for razor citizen's who hepled to hulld this oountry, the harrassed owner of a bitch inheat, opted to remain in their aldermanic seato. 
baides, somebody is s0aping your win. The day's pay, you see, would be the Waittlllthe toms start coming around in In order to run for mayor, these people 
daws. . . . . . . . .  money we get on Heritage Day for not a couple of months, and the littlers keep would have bad to resin as aldermen last 
Chrisi~nasis an absolute pain. I always working, coming at regular intervals throughout Wednesday. Non did. ' 
spends far too much money on gifts to l'm sure Marty got the idea from the year. I hadn't hough of that, hut Mayor Dave Maruney, only inofflee for 
make up for my real and imagined sonebody else because I know I heard it never mind. I'll get her spayed, the past five months, since winning a by.- 
shortcomings a a mother, and the Post somewhere b fore, hut by the number of elation said he will probabley want 
Office always eems to threaten a strike supporters he got, I don't hink the board 
but calls it off when it's too late for my though it was a good idea. 
Christmas cards .to reach theil 
But really, fifty bucks? Maybe the vet seat again next. year. 
could come up with a perfectly reasonable for those of you.who were wondering 
explantion why this little operatlon should whethere Sharon Biggs, a formei 
destination'. I was pretty Peeved last" week when I cost fifity bucks, but to me that is an alderman who lost her seat when she ran 
New Year's Eve is depressing because I telephoned a local vet to find out the price outrageous price to pay. against Maroney for the mayor's eat in 
refuse to go out and getdrunk as a ritual of fixing my kitten, so she wouldn't habe Anbody want any kittens? June, is not expected to get back into 
so l always end up staying home and babies. Between $48 and $53, I was told, Today's trivaia item is a hot news flash •politics, at least not in Terrace. 
wondering what I'm.' doingwith my life. depending on complications. Fifty bucks, for those who are interested in the people Ald Heimust Giesbrscht, DougMum- 
Then there's ValentineDay's, Easter, Thiscat just showed up on m y doorstep, who make the decisions at city hall-we ford, and Jack Taistra, have been on 
~/~/ [  Labour Daym, Memoriul Day. They're one morning, cold and jungry anu now know of three people who do not want council for twoyears, which means they 
all the same to me. meowing its little heart out. Tough, I said to he mayor next year. canr un again for aldermanic seats.,...try 
The only good part is tbat Iusually get a to the cat, go find somebody else to take Whocares, you say. OK, so thereare no for the mayor's eat or just quit polmcs 
~.  day off from work. So .if the federal pity on you. I left for work. Came home burning issues in this year's election, no altogether. 
• government is going to tell my Iruss he's later in the day and the cat was still there, drastic bangeswill take place no matter We've got to wait until the end of the 
got to give me yetr another clay off for in the same pitiful condition. SoIletit in who does the bickering in council month untll we know who is intorested in
't go Heritage Day, I'm not going to argue the housegave it some and some dog food chambers, but it's still a good idea to running the town, but we'll keep you 
about it. • left over from my last act of feeding a know something about he people who set posted; 
l 
t ' 
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Traditional rivals, grap i oag   favo  a ple again in series-.play .: 
nific  t for 14 years will resumed tonight when Los _An~.e!eles Reno , ..Nev. - AP Los Angeles Dodgers are favored Dud ors meet New xork sli .. ~: . . . . . . . . . .  ghtly by . .New . .York oddsmakers t~lefeat the New xansees In me openm y • , . . . . . . . . . . .  ~Q ark ..Yankees m baseball s 19/7 World Series. ~me_ ox me x~w worm [ Harrah'sReno and ..Lake Tahoe sport~ book said the 
c ~  . . . . . .  ._.,, . . . . .  [Dodgers, winners of the Nationa..League p nnant, were 
,~,c v~asers_.,v-, o~r~ |10-13 favorites to beat the ..Yankees, winners of the 
non ~utton, me curve-iAmeriean ..League pennant. 
,,b~..~.ght~nderwho ,s,s I In thefirst game of the best-of-seven series that begins 
x~-o uus-~ulS m© acu , ,v . ,  nc  I ton loh  t in New y,,,b m. n~ao. . . ,o .o  ~ t ,~a ¢ . . ,~ . ; ***  t~ 
w i l l  oppose  le f thander  Don I~n- ,  ~"  " ,  ~" '  " '~ . "~ . . . . . . . . .  " . . . . . . . . . .  
Gullett, who was 14-4 during I ' ' 
the year but was hurt in the winning the last two in at first base by umpire 
opening game of the Veterans Stadium where the Bruce Froemming when 
p|aYoffs. H!s shoulder Phillies had baseball's best Davey Lopesbeat out an 
remains quesuuname, home record, infield single. • 
For Sutton, the game will BEAT KC IN FIVE '~ Vazedby that Dodger 
mark the fulfillmem.ot a The Yankees went the ral ly,  the Phillies 'sue- 
dream, fivegame limit to beat cumbed meekly to left- 
"I have been dreaming Kamas City, also capturing bander Tommy John, who 
about pitching in Yankee the last two games on the beat them in a rainstorm 
Stadium all my life," said road and ~ overcoming a Saturday night to clinch the 
Sutton. 'Tve pitched alot of Ro},als' streak of 38 vie- flag. 
mental shutouts against he tones in 45 games at home The Yankees • also used 
Yankees here." . . at the end of the Season. lateinning lightning to beat 
When they prayed in Momentum should not be Kansas City. Trailing 3-1 
B.moklyn, ~e D~dgers won a factor because, right now, going into the eighth iuninl; 
eight Nauona~ ,.ea gue both clubs have an ample of the fifth game; New Yorg 
pennants. Seven tin~.es their supply of that intangible got a ran, driven in .on a 
October opponents were working far them. pinch-single by Reggie 
their fierce intr.acity~vals, The Dodger triumph was Jackson, who had been 
the Yankees. ~ive m muse fuelled by a two-out, ninth- benched before the game py. 
World Series went the inning rally that'w~p~l out a manager B i l ly  Martin 
seven-game limit ann raft tworan Phi]lies lead in the because of a l-for-14 playoff 
New .York.beseball fans third game. The heroes slump. 
limp tram me excimment, were a pair of senior In the ninth, New York 
Only once since the citizens, Vic Davalillo, struck again, using Miekey 
Dodgers moved to Los rescued from the Mexican Rivers's run-scoring single 
Angeles in 1957 have the two Leaguein mid-summer, and to tie thc~ score and a 
teams met in the Series. Manny Mota, a professional sacrifice fly by Willie, 
That was in 1963 when Los pinch-hitter. Randolph to del iver the 
foAngeles swei)t New York in Davaliilo's bunt single winning run. 
urconsecutive games, touched off the Los Angeles 
Both teams-go into this rally. Mota doubled and 
year's Series after im-, Davalillo came home on a MA'iL'CHESOLD 
probable playoff victories, throwing error. Then Mota FRIENDS 
The Dodi~ers eliminated scored the Dodgers' tying The World Series will 
Philadelphia in four games, run on a controversial call match two oldfrtenda in the 
Sports 
World soccer 
Dodgers and Yanks has 
been a great part of baseball 
tradition," said Lasorda, 
"and I think it's going to he 
a very exciting Serzes." 
Martin, still worn out 
after his tc~tm's dramatic 
- the  Yankees could supply 
for the Series. "We're plan- 
ning to  shOW up ,  ''r he ~ said. 
• A year ago, under similar 
circumstances following a 
dramatic fifth-game, n inth -  .. . . . .  .. 
inning home run by Chris . • 
Chamb] lsa  which won the , , 
pennant, New York was  ,b  
swept in the World Series by ...~ 
Cincinnati." ' . 
That was the second con- 
secutive world cham- • • • 
pi0nship for the Reds, who 
were dethroned this year in ' • ~ , , , •.: 
th~ National League.  West . .'ll]l i I ! 
by the Dodgers. ' . - r ,  i J , 
Lasorda  said he will start " " , , .  Im . . ,  
rookie Glenn Burke in 
centre field ff the Yanks go 
with Gullett. Rick Monday, ~ • 
the Dodgers' regular centre 
fielder who has been slow~i ' 
b~ a back injury, will start 
a~alnst right-handers. 
The first two games of the 
Series will be played in 
Yankee Stadium tonight and 
Wednesday night s. 
,. Ser ies  ., a t  . .: ,, • 
a g lance  , 
By,THECANADIAN PRESS " ~ m r ' '  ' '  " " 
~ Tmi lght ' s  Game ' ' '  : . " :~: " 
los / i J tge les  (Suf lon" 14-S) a t  • ' 
New York  (Gol lett  1&4) 8 : lSp .m. '  " ' 
opposing :dugouts, 
managers Tom Luorda of 
the I)odgers and Martin. 
"The Series between the 
New York  at  Los Angeles, i f  
necessary 4:15 p.m. 
C ada drops  ' : f i r s t  :- game 
The Canadian team's 
~ame plan was to p lay a 
efensive game for the first 
half and hope for a scoreless 
tie, then watch for the 
breaks in the second half. 
Zapata, however, ol)ened 
the scoring with on ly  a 
couple minutes left in the 
first half and the Canadians 
were forced to launch an all-, 
out offensive, which 
resulted in the second El 
Salvador goal. 
"On the first goal, one of 
our ~ fullbacks, instead of 
~utting ball out of the play, 
e had Zapata on his back 
and tried to control i t , "  
Krautzun said. "Instead he 
fumbled the ball and Zapata 
just stole it and hit it in. He 
should never be able do that. 
MAKE ANOTHER 
MISTAKE ,, 
"But when we tried to put 
the pressure on we made 
another mistake and that 
one was by our goalkeeper. •
But by then it was too late. 
Even though' we had a few 
chances in the dying 
minutes, we couldn't put the 
ball into the net." 
Zapata made it 2-0 for El 
Salvador in the second half 
before Canada finally got on 
the scoreboard with about 
two minutes left to play un a 
goal by Brian 'Budd, who 
plays for Vancouver 
Whitecaps of the North 
American Soccer League. 
But by that time it was too 
late, although the Canadians 
had another good scoring 
opportunity before the game 
ended. 
Krautzun said he was dis- 
appointed with the opening- 
game loss but he feels the 
Canadian team can come 
back. 
"There are four games to 
go but our aim was not to 
lose today," he said. "So I'm 
disappointed with the 
defeat, especially because 
we were not outplayed but 
just gave it away. 
"In a tournament like 
this, the first match is very 
important and you should 
not lose it. I would have he 
satisfied with a draw but I 
cannot be satisfied with the 
loss. However, there are 
more games coming." 
The winner of the round- 
robin tournament, which 
ends Oct. 23, earns a berth in 
the World Cup tournament 
in Argentina next July. 
Zapata on my team," .  
Krautzun said, referring to 
Luis Ramirez Zapata, who 
scored both El. Salvador 
goals. 
"I had scouted the team 
before and knew that he 
(Zapata) was a player of 
Krautzun added. "He  
proved it tonight. But we 
made some vital mistakes 
and gave the game away." 
MONTERREY, Mexico 
(CP) -- Coach Eckhnrd 
Krautzun of the  Canadian 
national soccer team had a 
simple explanation for his 
team's 2-1 loss Saturday 
night to El Salvador in the 
opening game of the six- 
nation World Cup qualifying 
round. 
• 'we made some vital 
mistakes and I didn't have a 
Blown eng ine  saves  
w in  fo r  Scheckter  
has a maple leaf era- 
blazoned on his black-and- 
gold car. 
"Canada means a lot to 
him," said Schecter, "You 
can see by the maple lead 
decalse on the car. They are 
bigger .than the national 
flags any other car running 
in the series. 
Wolf said there were three 
races he wanted to win when 
be got into the seriuos 
business of Formula 1 
racing this year-"The first 
race, Monte Carloand your 
home race today. 
He was successful in all 
three races. 
Schecter finsihed just 
seven-tentim of a second 
ahead of Frenchman 
Patrick Depailler in a six-. 
wheel Elf Tyrell with Mass 
grabbing thlrdplace. 
The only other cars to 
finish 85 laps were Alan 
Jones of Australia, in a 
Shadow DN8 and another" 
]Rreni c k t a P 
Tambay, in an Ensign MN4. 
Gllles Villeneuve, ~the SS- 
year-old Canadian driying 
champion making his GP  
debut with Ferrari, moved 
Up from his No. 17 s tar t ing  
position to 10th when he 
came" to grief as a result of 
Andretti's filowout. 
MOSPORT, ONT. CP-  Scheckter wasn't pleased 
South African Jedy with his car's performace 
Soheektergove Walter Wolf here."We didn't really have 
a grand homecoming a chance to set upbecause of
Sunda~., winning the  the weather," he said. It 
Lahatts Canadian Grand was cold and damp for 
Prix after early leader Friday's ~lualitfying runs 
Maria Andretti blew an ancJ there was little activity 
at the track Saturday 
because of heavy rain. 
However, he was par- 
ticulary happy for the 
the staging grid, was Austrian-born Wolf who 
waging a battle with West made his fortune in oil after 
German Jochen Mass's landingin Montreal and who 
engine two laps from the 
finish. 
Seheckter, who started 
Wolf's Ford WR3 ninth on 
? . 
.o 
  MMIUM BBBR K¢, 8TYLE  ,,: 
McLaren M26 for third place 
when strange develpoments 
turned the outcome of the 
race around. " 
Andrettir's John Player 
Special 3 Lotus and 1976 
world driving chamion 
Jaines Huntof. Britain, in 
another McLaren 23 were 
waging a une-two battle of 
their own one full lap ahead 
of the field. 
Hunat and Mass, the 
latter running third at the 
time, collided on the 61 st lap 
allowing Andretti to have 
the fiei-d to himself when 
Hunt's car was unable to 
continue. 
But his car blew an engine 
after he had twice broken 
the lap record for Mosport's 
2.495-mile Layout. 
The American, gunning 
for his fifth Grand Prlx 
victory of the season and 
" S '  second placem the .driver 
standings, cirielea the mao 
course in one minute, 13,299 
seconds-120.93 miles an 
hour. 
The old mark Of 120.279 
m.p.h, was set by current 
wolrd champion Niki Lauda 
of Austria fn 1974. Lauda 
didn't run here, the af- 
termath of a dispute with 
the Ferrari team he had 
driven with fo~ four years 
A UNIQUe. EXPF, R I IR  
Wednesday Game ..... 
Los Angeles at  New York  O: 16 " 
p.m. 
F r iday  Game 
New York  at Los Angeles S: 15 
p.m. 
Saturday Game 
New York  at .Los Angeles 4:15. 
p.m. 
Sunday Game 
. .. ".~ .: . . 
,~' ,%. ~...,. _ , . , 
0FTI IEI  : ; .`..+ .. + ~.. .~ . :  ,,.. ; ,. . . . . .  ~. , " . '=+: ' : i . .~  .~"  ,. ~• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  ! . . . . . . .  
BAN KR U PTO Y SALE 
OF• 
ORLEANS FASHIONS LTD, LAKELSE AVE. 
OVE&,600 
DOORS OLOSE SAT. OOT, 15t5 
|VERY ITEM DISOOUNTED 
TO 
FINE 
QUALITY 
, o • 
% 
OFF 
GARMENTS 
AT FiR BELOW WHOLESALE COST PRICE 
, ,a'1 ~ , i 
DRESSES-SKIRTS-BLOUSES-SWEATERS- 
PANT SUITS-WINTER ALL WEATHER COATS- 
SLACKS- ""' o.,. JAOKETS-HOS!ERY 
EVENING DRESSES-GOWNS & LONG SKIRTS 
L ALL REMAINING STORE FIXTURES & EQUIPMENT MUST BE SOLD, ALL OFFERS WILL BE OONSIDERED i 
SALE OONDUOTED BY ELEOT OOMMEROiAL SALES LTD. 
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Winner-of-the-day Gene McKeand climbs the hill. 
Fun in the mud: 
Story, photos 
by 
Juliette Proom 
nipeg oaltender JJoe Daley 
ahd 19 stops for the shutout. 
Ralph Klassen scored 
with six minuites remaining 
to half an Edmonton rally 
and give the visingBarons 
the win. Mike Fidler, Wayne 
Merrick and Dennis Maruk 
had given the Barons a 3-0 
lead early in the second 
period but Norm Fergnson 
reduced the margin by 
scoring twice on power 
plays within three minutes. 
In Chicago, Borije 
Salming's econd goal with 
3:58 left in the game lifted 
Toronto into the tie with the 
Black Hawks in the fight- 
m ' . 
handed out 13 minutes in 
penalties, including 68 after 
a bench-clearin~ brawl with 
8:01 remaining m the game 
which began with aright 
between Tiger Williams of 
the Leafs and the Hawks' 
Dave Logan. 
Toronto, which trailed 3-0 
at one point, also gotgoals 
from Lanny McDonald and 
Pat Boutette. Stan Mikita, 
Ivan Boldirev, Darey Ro~ 
and rookie Jean Savard 
accounted for the ~Haks 
scoring. 
Bernie ~'arem ub .---~,,~ 
Flyers and the Sabres' ~on 
Edwards engaged i~ a 
goaltending duel in Buffalo. 
Dave Hoyda opene@~be 
scoring on a ftrst-period 
power play, but with less 
than five minutes to go in 
the game, Sabres defen- 
ceman Jerry Korab fired 
from the blue line and Rick 
Martin backhanded in the 
rebound from point-blank 
range. 
Remember 
when? 
Roy Emerson . of 
Australia, that year's 
Wimbledon and United 
States champion, defeated 
Chuck McKinley of the U.S., 
Wimbledon champion, 13 
years ago today-in 1964- and 
so Australia took back the 
Davis Cup tennis trophy it 
had lost the year before to 
the U.S. team. That made it 
12 Australian victories ince 
1950 to three U.S. wins. 
The engine revved until I hill, toward Grace Kett, the ner best run was in the 
thought we were ready to timer stationed at the top. eliminator round. 
take off down the runaway, First, a friendly wave Gene MeKeand stole the 
hut we weren't. We were signigying all clear. Next, show Sunday. She won the 
about o climb 500 feet in a the count-one finger thrust ladies modified V-8's with a 
out as he shouted the time of 10.17 after three Jeep Renegade. 
My last thought before we number, tow, barely heard runs-offs. Also driving the 
actually started was that I above the rumble of the Jeep Renegade, Gene's 
didn't especially care for engine. Then the flag would I~nes in that class were 
roller-coasters--what w s I swoosh down. always 10.17 while her next 
doing in a four-wheel drive Wewereoff! Webouncod opponent, Lynn Campbell 
hill climb, facing a 30- up the hill having no trouble di'iving a shortbex Dbdge 
degree slope?, at the rough spot a mini ot took 10.18 seconds to 
Before we got to the the way up. The rocks there complete her last run. 
starting position, Juliar were four to six inches Though they ran in dif- 
McKeand, my driver, who around. We tore up the hill, ferent classes, the ladies 
aslo had the best time of the drove as fast as the men. Uckety svlit. day, tested the Jeep. He Teresa Jansen tied her 
wanted to see if it would For some strange reason husband Harold with 
stall taking off. It didn't, we slowed down just before 12seconds fiat in their six 
After that, I held on with the finish line. Julain later cylinder Toyota. Lizette 
both hands, told me the automatiee Hihard beat a male op- 
transmission tried to shift at 
Soon we were in starting The only mishap of the position, a snort way up he that point. We reached the ponent i  her dune buggy. 
hill to start on a grade. The top, turned around came dayeccuredwhena'Camero 
dune buggies got a run at the down at our leisure. The sitting less than six inches 
hill, but they had smaller descent was rather an- off the ground with a car 
engines and needed the tielimactic, load of youngsters tried the 
handicap. Our time for that run was hill without permission. 
Dale Anweller, the 10.17 seconds. JUlian's next Kermode Four Wheeler 
flagman, went hrought the run tried for the top time of Club members were angry 
same procedure with the day at 9.16 seconds, but helpec! the stalled car 
everyone, so limew what to He wife Gene shared the ' down the hill and accepted a 
expect. He'd face up the time, shethough t e glory as $10 donation to the club. 
i 
Esks down Whalers prove 
Bombers' hopes their worth 
edmonton )cp) Edmonton a stubborn display. Brock New England Whalers, who 
Eskimos overcame injuries cmopleted 18 of 31 passes for failed in their bid to join the 
to quarterbacks Bruce 322 yards, but had only National HOckey League, 
Lemmerman and Tom seven cmoplefinns for 71 have made it clear during 
Wilkinson Monday af- yardsin the second half. The the. exhibitions eason that 
ternocn to defeat Winnipeg defenders held the highly- they feel they can compete 
Blue Bombers 31:24 in a regarded Winnipeg rushing on an equal level with the 
Canadian Football League game to noly 32 yards in the established league. 
game that was vital to the second half and 88 in total. The Whalers, one of six 
playoff hopes of both clubs. World Hockey Association 
. . . . .  The Bombers contributed clubs who had sought ad- ~umoncon vercame a 21 . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  the the own difhculties late na~ume uenc~c w]tn two ~,, th,, aame.-" The,, had ten mission to the NHL for the 
third-quarter touchdowns . . . . .  .~'. " ~ upcomong season, con- . . . . . .  penaltxes m the second half ana nero on agamsc • tinued their domination fo 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  compared w~th three for the repeatea Momoer mream m ~, . :_^ NHL teams Sunday night 
the fourth quarter _.~.mW. • with a 4-3 decision over 
. . . .  '_'. • Wilkinson entered the Atlanta Flames. The reSUlt left ~:clmonton . _^ .c,^. ~,~.,~. v ^ -- 
. . . . . . .  g~"'= ~'~" °~"=" '~""  The win gave the Whalers fourtn in tne western me--^- ., . . . . .  .I I... • r,,~,, u~,,,~,s~ '"° an impressive 5-1-1 mark 
Conference, two points th~r~win~ h nd nnth~ flrgt against NHL competition 
b wha mt  a k s . . . . . . .  "~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  pla of the second quarter. 
Re.....ughriders and Winni.peg, Wilkinson eluded pressure and a 6-1-1 record over all. In other inter-league wltn a game in nano  on 
• .on his opening play of the games Sunday Winnipeg 
eacn. _,. • game and lobbed a scoring Jjets of the WhA blanked the rave t~uuer, as usual, ~Q ~n l~n~ 
provided the bulk of Ed- v.- . . . . . .  o. NHL's Detroit Red Wings l- 
monton's scoring. He had 12 Wilkinson also threw an 0 and the Cleveland Barons 
peints on three converts and 18-yardstrike to Waddel! of the NHL topped the 
field goals 56, 49 and 28 Smith to set up Strickland's WHA's Edmonton Oilers 4-2. 
yards, touchdown midway through In contests involving 
JJim Germiny and the third quarter, strictly NHL clubs, Toronto 
Howard Strickland scored Wilkinson damaged his Maple Leafs and Chic_ago 
on three-yard runs and Stu left shoulder before the half Black Hawks tied 4-4, while 
Lang took a 21-yard pass ended, foroingLemmerman Philadelphia Flyers and 
from Wilkinson for the other back into the game, but Buffalo Sabres played to a l- 
Edmonton touchdowns and Lemmerman left for good 1-deadlock. 
Hank llesic completed after throwing incomplete Third-periodgoals byLarry 
Pleau and John McKenzie scoring with a 56-yard on the first play fo the third seconds apart gave New 
single in the fourth quarter, quarter. 
Ralph Brok threw touch- The Eskimos completed England the win. McKen- 
downpasses of 27 yards to IZ of 25 L~sses for 206 yards, zie's goal at 1:14 was the 
Tom ScottsixyardstoGord but had only two corn- winner and came on a 
Patterson and five yards to pletions in nine attempts for rebound after Flames goalie 
Mike HOLMES FOR THE 53 yards !n the second half. Phile Myre was unable to 
Bomber touchdowns. Bernie Brock s screen pass to smother the puck. 
Ruoff completed scoring Jay Washington covered 61 Greg Carroll and Mike 
with a 30-yard field goal and yards and set up Patterson's Rogers has scored second- 
three converts, touchdown. A 55-yard pass period goals for the 
Middle linebacker Dan to HOlmes was followedby a Whalers. The visiting 
Kepley was brilliant for the touchdown two plays later Flames rallied in the third 
Eskimos with two first- and a 54-yard strike to period withgoalsfrom Eric 
quarter interceptions and Paterson came two plays Vail, Curt Bennett and bob 
series of important tackles, before Broke found Scott Lalonde. 
Broke found numerous holes uncovered for the third At Win~si,peg, defenceman 
in the Edmonton defensive Bomber touchdown. T n a m g 
backfield in the first half, After that, despite their 
but the Kepley's in- inconsistent andiniury" power-play ~oal early in the first period provided 
terceptionsplus one by deep riddled offense, the Eskunos Winnipeg with the game's 
back Greg Butler prevented took advantage ofWinnipeg lone goal Berman, aformer 
apotential Bomber errores and used Ilesic's Red Wing, beat goaltender 
runaway, outstanding punting-an Jim Rutherford with a35- 
Also vital for Edmonton average of 51.5 yards on 11 foot slap shot at 2:19 with 
was a second-quarter kicks- to escape with a Detroit defenceman Terry 
fumble recovery by Pete victory. Harper sitting out the first 
Lavorato n a punt return. It Washington led Winnipeg of nine Detroit minor 
set up Cutlers third field with 68 yards on 14 carries penalties. 
goal. and 71 yards on three 
A crowd of 26,123 watched receptions while Paterson But Rutherford was solid 
Edmonton's defensiveteam caught five passes for 81 the rest of the way in kicking 
reboundin thesecond half in yaras, out 32 breakaways. Win- 
Harold Janzen comes back down after his class is over. 
Dale  Anwel ler  gives ~seue moara  tne s tar t ing  flag. 
Reds 7, W ,t rM . .  _ ' 4 
Clean game turns dirty 
By Juliette Pruom 
Herald Staff writer 
Two Kit]mat Winterhawks 
player had to be helped off 
the ice after battling 
Terrace Reds players who 
saw their team post a 7-4 
victory over the Hawks in a 
game here Sunday that 
started with good, clean. 
hockey and ended with dirty 
play. 
In an earlier game in 
Kitimat Saturday night, the 
Hawks reversed the soore, 
beating the Reds 7-4. 
The first period of Sun- 
day's game was marked by 
good, fast hockey. The Reds 
skated well, passing often. 
The first goal was scored 
early in the period by 
Kitimat's 'Lee Marleau. 
Despite the valiant attempts 
of Winter hawk goalie Danhy 
Semata, Barry Brown 
scored for Terrace at 7:13. 
The Reds scoring so 
much, the team acted 
aggressively and pushed 
hard to bring the puck back 
into their control. However, 
the Winterhawks got it a 
minute later, missing a goal 
only because of the skillful 
catching of Reds goalie 
Tibor Mannur. 
Back to the other end as 
soon as they could,t he Reds, 
desperate for a goal, shot 
wildly in the right direc- 
tion,k missing the goal. The 
puck yo-yocd acrtoss the ice 
for the rest of the period. 
Between periods, six 
peewee players had a 
showdown. Andrew Weisner 
of Twin River Timber and 
Rod Philpot of Bytown 
Diesel shot against goalie 
Lance Carlson of Tw in  
River Timber. David 
Kawinsky of Bytown Diesel 
and Len MacDonald of 
Rotary shot against goalie 
Allan Hildebrand of Rotary. 
Thje goalies were declared 
winners presented with 
sticks autographed by the 
Reds. 
The second period wsa 
distinctly rougher than the 
first. Within a minute 
players were slugging each 
other. Both teams were 
determined to get a goal by 
hook or by crook. It seemed 
as though some players 
spent more time lying on the 
ice than skating on it -- they 
Kitimat Winterhawk player Brad Owen 
went all out in Sunday night's hockey 
either reached too far and 
fell or tripped. 
At 3:46 .in the second 
period, amidst general 
mayhem, Winterhawk Lee 
Marleau snuck a goal in 
across the top left comer. 
Twp minutes later Vic 
Smoley slammed in a goal 
for the Reds. At that point, a 
scuffle was imminent 
although it never 
mater ia l i zed.  Instea 
Lance Legouffe scored the 
last goal for Terrace. 
The next ten minutes 
brought a fight to the rink, 
leaving Winterhawk Brad 
Owen with a cut below his 
left eye. Tim Kolner was 
]~.~alized five minutes for 
hting as well as getting a
game against the Reds in Terrace• 
match penalty, rough than the second. It 
Almost in retaliation, was still marked 
Winterhawks MaeLelland, questionable tactics, but bt~ 
Robinson and Walkinshaw players tayed upright for 
scored.nne goal each in that most of the period. 
period. The 500 fans at the game 
Despite rough play by 
both teams in the second 
period, Terrace was behind 
m points and well ahead in 
penalties• Most werre 
awarded for interfereence 
in the second period. 
Between periods, fans 
were treated to the 
delightful figure skating of 
11-year-old Lee Ann 
Roimer. She glided through 
the routine for the sixth 
figure of her silver level of 
reestyle skating. 
The third period was less 
were screamiang for action. 
They got a lot of fisicuffs 
and not much hockey. 
Kit]mat placed two goals in 
the third period. Ten'ace 
collected penalties, 
The game ended on a foul 
note. At 10:29 when the 
UCk was the other end of 
e rink, Winterhawk Brad 
Owen tried to rip Reds' 
Warren Cam'pbe]ls' face 
apart. The referees 
struggled to separate them 
and gave both players five 
minute panalties. 
'LOOKING 
FOR A JOB' 
'LOOKING 
FOR HELP? 
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1. Coming Events 
Loyal Order of Moose Lodge No. 
1820, Terrace, B.C. Meeting 
held every 2nd and 4th Thur- 
sday every month at 8 p.m. 
Phone 635.6641. (ctf) 
INCH ES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at S 
in the Skeena Health Unit. For 
more Intormatlon phone 635- 
2847 or 635-3023. 
Kermode Pour Wheslera 
Meetings 1st Wednesday of each 
month at 8 p.m. In the meeting 
room at the Sandmen Inn. For 
further information phena 635. 
3442. 
Meeting - Terrace B.P.O.E. 
(Elks Lodge). First and Third 
Thursday of month. O.O.R.P. 
(Ladles of the Royal Purple) - 
Second and Fourth Monday of 
Month. 
Weight Watchers meeting held 
every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the 
Knox United Church Hell, 4907 
Lazelle Avenue. 
r 
The Catholic Womens League 
will hold their Annual Fall Tea 
and Bazznar on Sat. OCt. 29th at 
the Verltas A:~ttfforlum.t 
CTF 
Canadian. Calorie Counters 
meet every Tuesday at Thorhlll 
,Elemontery School 7:00 p,m. 
,flew members welcome from 
Terrace and Thorhill.. Further 
informatior~ cell 635.5486. or 635. 
742S. 
Skeen8 District Girl Guides 
would like to announce the 
opening of a Land Ranger 
Company'in the Thornhlll area. 
Girls between the ages of 14 and 
18 who are Interested please call 
635-3061 or 638.1269 (ctf) 
Sept. 27 to Oct. 11. exhibition of 
art selected for office display In 
Terrace Library Arts Room. 
A Tea and Bazaar will be held In 
Knox United Church on Sat. 
Dec. 3 from 2 to 4:30 P.M. 
The Independent Order of 
Foresters are having a Tea • & 
Bazaar at the Elks Hall on 
Oct.15 from 1.4 p.m. 
Homemade items, baking and 
much more. 
The I.O.F. regular meetlngs-3rd 
Saturday of each month at the 
Slumber Lodge at 8 p.m. 
Kltlmat Communlty Arts 
Counc l l -  Next Meeting: 
Thureday Oct. 13, 19/7 at 7:38 
p.m. at Museum. Art4 and 
Craft Fair: The 6th Annual 
Fair to be held on Oct. 22, 1977. 
at City Centre Mall. All 
Welcome. 
Order of the Royal Purple. 
Novelty bake sale 'Saturday 
Nov. 19 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Elks 
hall Corner of Sparks and Park. 
Donuts and coffee 50 cents. 
(ctf.Nov.19) 
Terrace Chess Club Is looking 
for new players. Everybody, 
Including beginners, are 
welcome to attend. 
Games and Instruction are 
every Wednesday at 7:00 p.m.' 
at the Terrace Swimming Pool 
Board Room. For Information 
Phone Joe at 635.5419 (cff) 
BIRCH FIRE WOOD FOR 
SALE: 
Delivered Terrace area. 
16" - $60 a cord. 
24" - $50 a cord. 
Delivered in Kltlmet $10 
more. 
Let phone ring 635.3683. 
(p5,6,7) 
1. Coming Events 33. For Sale - Misc.  
Terrace Tennis Club is holding 
a meeting October 12, 1977 at 
7:30 p,m. at the Terrace Arena. 
(Senlor Citizens Room) all 
members and Interrsted parties 
to attend. (p4.7) 
Rsbekah Lodge Tea and 
Bazaar, Sat. Nov. S, 2.4 p.m. 
Elk's Hall Raffle draw 4 p.m. 
Old Age PenllonlfS Tea end 
Bazaar Sat. Nov. 1:!, h38.4:30 
Repossessed Yamaha orga~ 
$1695 or best offer. Phone 635. 
'7207. (c.S.9) 
FoP Sale: Franklin stove wlth 
grate, screen and 8 Inch stove 
pipe. Phone 635-4279. (p-5-9) 
p.m. Arena Banquet Room. .  Wm. W. Larkln, Canyon View, 
Raffledraw 4:00 p.m. (¢tf Nov.) Placer Mines, Rock Creek, B.C. 
13. Personal 
TO: Victor Roy Lincoln 
Please be edvisod that this Is 
your  official notification of a 
Court Hearing to take piece 
October 19, 19/7 at 1:30 p.m. In 
Provincial Court, Fami ly  
Division, In Terrace. The 
purpose of this hearing Is to 
have your child, Jalmle Freda. 
Mea Lincoln, born May 14, 1976, 
permanently cemmlfted to the 
care of the Superlntendont of 
Child Welfare In the Province of 
British Columbia. And further 
take note of the Intent of the 
Suparlntondont to proceed with 
adoption planning. (o4,5,6) 
For Sale: Gold nuggets at 10c, 
25c, 50¢ MIn. order SS.00. All 
orders C.O.D. Complete 
setlefacllon or money refunded. 
14. Business Personal 
TAXI DRIVERS 
Full time, part time. Clau 4 
Ilcence Dad police permll 
required. Contact manager, 
Terrace Taxi - 638.2242 (cff) 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Refrlgeratlve Contracting end 
household repairs. Phone 635. 
8M6 or 638-1231. (ctf) 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD 
Class A Electrical Contracting. 
Free Eslmatos. Phone &15.517i 
or 831.1:151. (ctf) 
(c.4-20) 
Welner pigs for sale. Call 635- 
2003 (eft-) 
For Sale: Childs skates, size 6, 
boys size 12. Phone 635.5007. (c- 
5,6,7) 
For Sale: Birch fireplace wood, 
cell ~5.2958. (p.3-7) 
37. Pets 
To be given away: Puppies. 
Attractive 5 week old Irish Wolf 
Hound after S p.m. Phone 635. 
2826. (p-5,6) 
For Sale: Collie Cross pup 2V= 
months. Phone 635.5007. (c. 
5,6,7) 
43. Rooms for  Rent 
Room f9 r rent for slng!e gen. 
tlmen In the bench area. With 
kitchen and living roar 
facilities. Phone 655-3971 CTF 
47. Homes for  Rent 
For Rent: 2 bedroom house. 
With large acreage on Old 
Remo Rd. Available Nov. 1. 
635-6479 after 5 p.m. Ip.5,6) 
48. Suites for Rent ) 
=,d. Rule: =d,obo tortho 0lint ua - -  Iobless. Phone 635.4535. 32,38 
Kalum. (off) • on  nor  
• JFurnlshed or unfurnished studio 
lot 1 bedroom apartments. 
- , .~  , .Be~r"era* 'on iSecurlty enterphone. Sauna. Wobb | 635-4261 
4623 SOUCIE 635-21U i , 638-1032 
0 
Authorized 
Servlea Depot 
Repairs to Refrigerators 
Freezers, Washers, Dryere, 
And Rang~ 
¢tf) . . .  • 
- -  I I I 
stora~ space available for 
campers, boats, vehicles, etc. - 
Limited space left. Call 635-4328 
for quotes. (cff.m end th) 
19. Help Wanted 
The following positions are 
available in the Terrace, B.C. 
Post office: I) Part Time Mall 
Service Courier. 2) Part time 
and Full Time Postal Clerks. 3) 
Part Time and Full Time Letter 
Carriers. These positions are 
available to men and women. 
Posters/ which Will Indlceto 
salary rates and competltiea 
numbers can be seen at the Post 
Office or Canada Manpower 
Centre. 
interested persons shouIc 
enquire further with the Post 
Office prior to submitting an 
application. (c.6) 
Laboumrs for concrote pre-cast 
operation. Union rates, apply In 
parson to Russ Patch at Ocean 
4¢10 Kelth Terrace from 2.4 
p.m. (c-5,6) : 
33. For Sa le .  Misc.  
I I 
CEDAR PLACE 
APARTMENTS 
4931 Walsh Avenue 
• Suite 113 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-7056 
Hew 1, 2 and 3 bedroom suites 
for rent. Fridge, stove, drapes, 
carpet, rec area, sauna and pool 
table, with security en 
terpohene and elevator. Ab. 
solutely no pets. 
(~) 
KEYSTON E COU RT 
APARTMENTS 
Office No. 2 .  4603 Scott. One, 
two and three b~Jronm part. 
meats. Laundry & Storage 
area. Near schools ant 
downtown. Clean, quiet 
spacious, security lock-up and 
mtrol. 
635-5224 
ctf) 
.';;S;DE%DGE J 
4450 Little AVenue J 
Slouplng rooms, housekeeplng i 
units, centrally located. FuIlyJ 
furnished. Reasonable rates by i
day or week. Non.drlnkersJ 
only. Phone 635.6511. (ctf) | 
Near new 2 bedroom apartment 
In 6.plex close to hospital. 1V2 
baths, stove and frldge. 
Available Nov. 1st Phone 635. 
5213 (off) 
3 bedroom row housing suites. 
Full basement, 1V2 baths, V= 
block from schools. 3 mln. walk 
from town. Suitable for 
families. $250 per month. 6 
months lease. Apply suite 118, 
3530 Kalum. (ctf) 
2 bedroom suite. Available 
October 1, 1977. Centrally 
located. Phone 635-9471 (cff) 
• 49. Homes for 'Sa le  
Four bedroom house with un. 
finished basement on $ acres of 
lend. Across from N.W.C.C. 
also work shop 60' x 40' wide and 
20' high. On 12.5 acres, V2 mile 
from city Limits. For more 
Information phone Houston e45. 
2928 or write to Box 580. (p-Oct 
14) 
For Sale: 1 bedroom house at 
4645 Kelth Avenue. Price $2,000. 
Must be moved before 
snowfall. Phone 635.6334 days 
or 635-6974 nlgMs. (c-19-9) 
For Sale: 3 bedroom modular •
home. Full basement on 2 acres 
$34,900. Phone 635.3469 or 679. 
3961 (c.Sept. Oct) 
For Sale: 2 bedroom housewlth 
.20 space trailer court. Located 
,5016 Park Ave. phone 635- 3789 
after 6. (IO-5,9) 
I 
FOR SALE 
! bedroom home with com. 
dated basement, suite carpeted 
throughout, Shaw fireplace 
plus many extras. Drive by 4801 
Halllwell or phone 635.3944 after 
5 p.m. for details. Priced at 
SSl,S00. (cff) 
• 55. P roper ty  fo r  Sale 
For Sale: 
• 238 acres of Prime River. 
bottom 
. House 
. Vegetable Storage Barn 
. Machine Shed 
. Anlmat Shelter 
• Large Green House 
,4 wells 
. approx. 45 acres under  
cultivation the rest stumped 
and windrowed 
. Large River Frontage 
• 10.minutes from town on paved 
.highway 
. Will consider house for down 
$125,000 . 
KIIby Road New Reme 635.3423 
P.O. Box 594 
Terrace, B.C. 
(c-4.6) 
~o~ob i les  
TR6- Good condtlea 69, lllqulre 
at Northwest Communlty 
College Dorm E, Room 102 (p.2. 
6) 
For Sale: 1975 Mercury 
Monarch ~302.Vg, 4 door, 37,000 
miles, automatic, P.S. & P.B., 
excel ent condition. Phone 635. 
9981 after 3 p.m. or 635.4738 
after 5 p.m., Ask for Rajwant. 
(o6,7,8) 
For Sale: 1968 Dodge Dart. 
Phone 635.7216. Best offer takes 
it. (c.6,7,8) 
76 HONDA CiViC 
"HATCHBACK" 
Featuring: Low mileage, AM. 
FM, In dash stereo, tape deck, 
radial fires, clock, roof rack, 
console, many other options. 
Get economy with good gas 
mlleagel Phone 638.1449 after 5 
p.m. (c.2.9) 
For Sale: 4x4 1965 Jeep 
wagoneer, 327 V8 standard, 
P.S., P.B., new •exhaust, tires, 
braked, good running condition, 
asking S1500.80 Phone 624.98.58 
Prince "Rupe!t. (_p:5,6,9,10,141 
1974 Mazda, 4 door Station 
Wagon. Low mileage, excellent 
icondltton. 52400 firm. Phone 
638.1842 after 6 p.m. (stf) 
1965 (~MC S TON, equipped with 
power winch. Price $1500.00. 
Phone 638.1676 (p-3,4,6,8,9) 
For Sale: 1968 Mustang. Good 
running gear., Asking $500. 
Phone 638.1493" (p-5,6) 
1975 Transam 400 cu. in. P.S., 
P.B., 4 speed. Excellent con. 
dltlon. Phone 635.4478 after 6 
p,m, (p.6.9) 
For Sale: 1973 GMC V2 ton 4x4. 
Needs some work, call 635.5605 
after 5 p.m. (c.4.14) 
DEALERS WANTED 
. .Individuals, male or female, Mated bY I.P.S. fro" flw sale ol name Ixlmd photo 
and i~)r..,sslng Induc, ng: 
KODAK WESTINGHOUSE 
BURGESS KEYSTONE 
POLAROID HOLSTQN ALBUMS. 
..Purchmeof mrdumdlsecdy./VVrdrnumpu~huse~. Se partofllw fret. 
growing billlm ddlar photo induslr/! 
CAll Mr. Green COLLECT (614) 228.1753 
OrWr, e. INTERNATIONAL PHOTO SUPPLY  
164 N. Third St. 
Columbus, Ohio 43215 
I 
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58. Mob i le  Homes 
Trailer and addition on lot In 
Thornhill. Lawn, greenhouse, 
and woodshed, Will consider 
trades. Phone 635-2641 
;evenings. and weekends. (p. 
: ...,15,16,19,20,21,3,4,5) 
4 year old 3 bedroom Safeway. 
• House trailer. Nice kitchen. 
livlngroom area, laundry 
hookupsservlce. 75' fenced lot. 
Furnished with appliances. For 
mere Information phone 635. 
6916 after 6 p.m. (c-4,9,14,19,3) 
'For Sale: Mobile Home. Set uP 
In Woodland Heights Trailer 
Park. Fully skirted, with Joey 
shack. Phene 635.5348 after 5:00 
p.m. (c-3,4,5,6,7) 
For Sale: Mobile Home 12x52 
two bedroom furnished, priced 
at S5,800.00 Phone 638.1676 (p. 
3,5,6,8,9) 
197012'X47' Knight. Furnished. 
i bedroom. Very good con. 
. ditlon. Skirted. Fireplace, Joey 
shack. Phone 635-2691. (p-6) 
For Sale: 12x55 .3 bedroom 
:h'ailer. Good condition. Call 
635-5970 (c.5-14). 
66. Rec. Vehic les 
For Sale: 8' Camper. Sleeps 
four, Ice box, Price $800. Phone 
635.3160. (p.6,7) 
60. Tenders 
DE PARTMENT OF TRAN.. 
SPORT 
CANADIAN COAST GUARD 
PRINCE RUPERT DISTRICT 
PRINCE RUPERT, 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
TENDERS 
Sealed tenders, addressed to 
the undersigned and marked 
"Construction of Helicopter 
Landing Pad . Massat, B.C." 
will be received upto 3:00 p.m., 
October 28, 1977. 
'The contract will Include the 
construction of e concrete 
helicopter pad and related 
facilities. 
Specifications and tender 
documents may be obtained on 
application to the understgned, 
at Canadian Coast Guard Base, 
Seal Cove, Prince Rupert, B.C. 
vaJ 3R1 upon the receipt of a 
certified cheque for $25.0C 
payaale to the Receiver 
General of Canada. Plans and 
Specifications are on display at 
the Prince Rupert Construction 
Association office. The lowest 
or any tender may not be ac- 
cepted. 
H.R. Ashworth 
District Wuperlntendent 
of Marine Works 
Prince Rupert, B.C. 
Prelect PR 01 
(o6,7) 
SEALED TENDERS, marked 
Interior Painting Residence. 
Smlthers B.C. for 203 North 
Broadway, Smlthers, B.C. will 
be accepted by the Honourable 
the Mlnlster, Department of 
Publlc Works, care of Foreman 
of Works, 4827 Keith Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. up to 2 p.m., 
October 20, 1977. 
• Tendering documents may be 
obtained from Government 
Agent Office Smlthers, B.C. and 
also ~Ylewed at 4827 Kelth 
Aven~e, Terrace, B.C. on and 
after (p:tobor 5, 1977. 
Th~lJowest or any tender will 
not nqcesserlly be accepted. 
H.J. Morlok - Foreman of 
Works 
for Minister of Public Works, 
Parliament Buildings, Victoria, 
British Columbia. 
(c.s.7) 
Gunman misses baby 
BELFAST RUETER-A three-year-old girl clutching a 
doll became the target of Irish Republican Amry gunmen 
after they shot 10 bullets into her mother sleeping afew feet 
away. 
Police in Norhtern Ireland sal dtoday they hop the 
widespread revulsion aroused by the attack willspeed the 
flow of information i stauehly republican South Armagh to 
help track down the killers. 
Authorities aid two masked gunmen fired into Crystal 
Herst's cot beeasue hse screamed with terror when she 
heard her mother being killed behind a flimsy partiation of 
their mobile home in Country Armagh, south of here. 
But the rifles bullets hit the doll instead. 
The weekedn killing of Ann Herst, 24, a part-time soldier 
with the Prostestan-dominated Ulster Defence Regiment, 
and the narrow escape of her daughter caused outrage in 
Northern Ireland. 
Life of the party 
ST.HELIER, JJERSEY REUTER-With a cry of "let's get 
this party livened up" Princess Margaret burst into song at 
a sbow-business gatheringSunday night and upstaged the 
stars who had entertainedher a few hours before. 
The 47-year-old sister of the Queen of bad been guest of 
hour at a charity varieyt show in this Channel Islandresort. 
Afterward, at a supper party attended by the stars of hte 
show, the princess broke into song eith the Irish favorite, 
NcMamara's Band. The stars and other guests joined in 
and the party livened up. 
Princess Maraget last year was separaeted from her 
husband, Lord Snowdon, after their 16-year marriage. 
Crash kills 53 
ALLAHABAD, India (Reuter) - -A  passenger train 
rammed into a stationary frei~ght train in'northern I dia on 
Monday, killing 53 people and injuring 150, railway officials 
said. 
West still 
pres  mg 
righ 
BELGRADE, ;P) -- The 
Soviet Union t =.d the 35- 
country Belg ade con- 
ference Monday hat debate 
on human 'ights is 
irrelevant until r ancan live 
free from the threat of 
military attack. 
"Can we seri, ~sly speak 
about he huma] rigbts and 
leave men expq ;ed to the 
effect of such veapons?" 
said Soviet de~ gate Yuii 
Vorontsov, the fi st speaker 
at the start o the con- 
ference's closed zssion. 
Vorontsov r stated a 
Soviet proposal to freeze 
existing militar alliances 
and ban "firs use" of- 
nuclear weaL: ns. The 
initiative was z buffed by. 
several Wes .~rn 
delegations. 
Repi'esentati, .~s from: 
Britain, Canad; France, 
the Netherlands and Nor-" 
way said the di lrmament 
issue should be. :onsidered 
at another forun:. ~md not at 
the current n .~eting to 
review implem¢ ttation of i 
accords on :ast-West" 
security and c, operation, 
signed in Helsini , Finland, 
in 1975. 
Winning Numbers Oct. 
100 BONUS NUMBERS WIN $5,000 EACH 
FOR EXACT NUMBER ONLY 
2691389 2076817 4045586 2140114 4656674 2585087 379~ 177 
3091495 4523929 1653795 3084990 1928781 3779651 163~ )14 
2535180 3557728 2353274 2848074 3499506 2184110 256:;56 
3170354 3134817 4715839 2754081 2049033 2713487 302:140 
3281201 2166985 4252161 1089952 2928183 4737534 187! 714 
2034106 1749378 2562006 4267579 2882718 4825872 279 ;26 
1787343 4296811 1075325 4160315 4568760 2258173 123! '07 
1531579 1587394 4213103 3783150 2761541 1197424 321t ;57 
1491082 2482887 1272054 2011352 2184901 176775~ 422:i15 
1098305 4645097 1517922 3319588 3737988 3881724 3361 i03 
4685288 1342423 2826985 3972967 3281827 2526931 387 N4 
1284533 1498836 2591831 4220475 2063050 2685488 437~ 101 
1373089 1052861 2547108 2216804 3456643 3037724 343~ )20 
4782694 3323307 3598836 3252664 4556367 3656394 284~ :68 
2624421 3316913 
Patients starve 
in hospitals 
, NEW YORK (AP) - -  At 
least 10 per cent of people 
who die in hospitals have in 
pert starved to death, a 
nutrition specialist saic 
Monday, and too many 
doctors imply do not know 
enough about good nutrition 
and the differing needs of 
peUents. 
The deaths involve some 
"major  nut r i t iona l  earn. 
ponent that could have been 
avoided" by better care, 
said Dr. Stanley Dudrick of 
Houston, Tex., a pioneer in 
feeding people through 
fluids into a vein. 
Dudrick, professor of 
~urgery at the University of 
Texas  Medical School, 
spoke at a seminar for news 
media on digestive disease, 
sponsored by the National 
Commission on Digestive 
• Diseases. The meeting was 
held at Memorial Sloan- 
Kettering Cancer Centre. 
Newer methods of in- 
travenous feeding put.the 
bowel at rest, without 
irritation, while permitting 
better nourishment, 
BUSlNE ;S 
OFPORTUli TIES 
Wewlll Establl. ~ you In 
your ow 
DISCOUNT F BRIC 
STORE 
In the location of y ur choice, 
Initial Investment S10,O00 to 
SlS,000. For more In. 
formation write h Box 2043 
Stn. R. Kelowna, B.C. VIX 
4KS. 
WANTED 
Ambitious boys or girls to do c 
routes. 
Good experience and earnings fo 
right persons. 
Phone Mr, Loiselb 635-6357 
The Terrace Daily Herald 
FOR PRIVATE USE OR BUSINESS 
AUTOVEST LEASE TO OWN 
Before you buy, Investigate the advantages of this rent.to. 
own plan. All monies paid apply to purchase. Why tie up 
your clsh or borrowing power. 1st and last months rent sad 
drive away. 
EXAMPLES 
'78 F-2S0 '78 Van '78 
' Econollne ½ ten 
$149 per roD. SI34 per roD. $126 per mo. 
'78 Cougar '78 Camaro '78 Zephyr 
All New 
$137 per roD. S139 per me. 5106 per mo. 
CALL  LARRY HAYES-R ICHARDS COLLECT 
987-711 I 
, BELMONT LEASING LTD. 
1160MARINEDRIVE 
NORTH VANCOUVER, B.C, D.00479A 
Do It Now 
Aluminum 
,-Sheets 
26" x 36 n 
12,hoo  3.75 
THE DALLY HERALD 
3212 Kalum St, Terrace 
" .  t 
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COMICS I • : , • . : . .  , On: the  hghter  s ide . . . , :  
Cat f i sh  by Rog Bollen . . .:,/ 
I,,,m,,~lltlll,,tluIlllllllllll(I { ,,,I,IIl,,,,~,(~,~.~~=~,p~ The Amazing Spider-man 
' " ~ " " " m ' "  ' : 
f,_ ~ __-~'~. ~ I -~i~ " ^'% ..~'---" ~ " "  ~ ~ I ~ ~ - - . _ ~ i  I~~'); ' ; IF.-~..=,'~.'  
• PeTeR 
Your individual 
Horoscope 
Frances Drake 
FOR TUESDAY, 
OfftOBER 11,197/ 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) 
Curb a tendency toward winb, 
ful thinking.. This b a day in 
which to stress realism and 
practicality. Imagination is 
great-- except when it runs out 
ol bounda. 
TAURUS ~:~ 
(Apr. 21 to May 21) 
Home and farnily concerns 
under highly beneficial in- 
fluencss. In fact, a recent 
domestic problem will finally be 
straightened out satisfactorily. 
GEMINI 
(May ~ to June ~1) ] [ ] [~/  
Others may be overly 
aggressive, pressing for their 
"rights" to the exclusion of 
yours. Watch your own in- 
terests. Don't let anyone push 
you around. 
CANCER @I~ 
(June ~ to July 23) 
Avoid activities, ideas or 
people who lean toward the 
bizarre. Don't let curiosity 
overcome your innate good 
judgment. 
LEo ~:  
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 
You have good reason for 
optimism now. A superior's 
enthusiasm for your efforts not 
only pays off, but further spurs 
your ambition and incentive. 
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) 
A curious suggestion may be 
made. If you have even the 
slightest doubt about it, reject 
summarily. Your hunches are 
usually correct. 
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) 
A great day for presenting 
ingenious ideas. Don't let 
"stick-in-the-mud" types 
dissuade you. 
scomo ~,~y~r. 
(OcL 24 to Nov. 22) 
Natives of Scorpio rarely put 
themselves "on the defensive," 
but a complex Job situation 
could tempt you to take such a 
stand now. Don't! Assert your 
rights. 
s~Grrr~]us x#~ 
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 
Avoid present tendencies 
toward lethargy and inertia. 
Self.discipline is an innately 
Segittarian t ra i l  Stress it now. 
CAPRICORN 1 ~  
(Dec. 22 to Jan, 20) 
This day's progress could be 
furthered by Joining forces with 
someone outside your normal 
circle, 
AQUARIUS ~,~ 
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 
Get together with associates 
who share your interests to 
discuss ambitions, hopes, plans 
for the future, new ideas in 
general. 
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) 
Stellar influences extremely 
beneficent. You now have a 
chance to cash in on good will, 
to increase your prestige. 
YOU BORN TODAY are 
endowed with a fine intellect, 
creative ability, an outstanding 
intuition, fair-mindedneas nd 
unusual sympathy for the un- 
derprivileged. You are 
gregarious, too, but tend to be 
unyielding at times, thus 
alienating potential frimds and 
aides. You are reserved and 
dignified, but always ready to 
lend a helping hand. You may 
have a fine singing voice and, if 
so, should spare no effort to 
develop it. Fields in which you 
could achieve a notable suc- 
cess: music, writing, the 
theater, the law, statesman- 
ship, medicine and education. 
Birthdate of: Samuel Clarke, 
Eng. philosopher; Eleanor 
Roosevelt, U.N. representative, 
writer, wife of U.S. President. 
, i~ : '~: ; , ;  ~ "~. 'T . . .  ~ '~ . . . .  , '~  
',,,," .~ .. "¢, C ~'~'*.,"%-.:'~,.¢',,, , _o-- A , ~ -  
c c 
• . ,  ..,.,.::,~'..:.~:,..:. ~ , : '. :. :...~ ':.", '/,. :.' , ; , ' : ~ ~  ~.?'~,: 
Marsh World 
Ducks Unlimited (C,inacla) 
MAN.MADE ISLANDS - Man-made islands 
increase the productivity of a marsh by providing 
additional nesting and loafing territory for water- 
fowl. A horseshoe island, shown above, is con- 
structed by digging a "moat" (F), which is an 
added attraction for diving ducks since it can be 
considerably deeper than the marsh itself (G). 
The island (C)is best buill so as to face into the 
prevailing wind and have that end protected from 
erosion by use of i:ock rip-rap (E), or planting of 
willows. The inside of the horseshoe (D) provides 
a sheltered bay attractive to broods, 
181 - '76 
Canadian Home 
Insulation Pro(jram 
may pay you up t[o $ 
If you can answer "Yes" to these questions:, 
A /Yes ,  this is a residential building 
'~V~ of three storeys or less constructed 
~" i before 1941 in British Columbia. 
, ~ 'Yes ,  I plan to insulate the attic, 
,~~ walls and floors over unheated 
'v' i space with CMHC accepted 
i ,~  materials' 
Yes, this unit is used as a 
principal residence. 
If you've answered "Yes" to all three questions, 
we'll send along our information/application kit. 
. .  ' : . 
l 
m m m n m m m m m  
r leue  pdnt. Th is  I |  your  r J i iN I  label. 
[ ]  NAME 
ADORESS 
PROV. POSTAL CODE 
I D English kit Send to: Canadian HomelnSUlation Program 
"-] Franeh kit 
p.o. Box 700 
St. Lsurant, Quebe~ H4L 5#,8 
or through your operator call collect 
(614) 341-1511 
m 
1 
mm 
Government Gouvernement 
le  of Canada du Canada 
Canadian Home 
Insulation Program 
l 
l 
Programme d'isolation thermique 
des risldences canadlennes 
Honourable Andr60ueilet L'honorsble Andrb Ouel let  
Minister  MinlMre 
II 
TERRAOE 
TUESDAY, OOTOBER 11, 1977 
daily herald 
.,i# 
.:>,. ~.-:,: 
d 
pl 
HOME"  ,. 
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Insulation, an investment 
Insulation is increasing in 
popularity as a means to 
save both energy and 
money. However, although 
this message isbeing spread 
by conservation advocates, 
those who follow the advice 
soon find there is much to 
know about the purchase 
and installation ofinsulation 
materials. The home centre 
must know the technical 
applications better than his 
customer. 
There are four general 
types of insulation, and in 
selecting the appriate kind, 
the consumer should 
blown in likely will req~re a. 
contractor, but this m the 
best way to fill all wall 
spaces caused by pipes, 
wire, and crosspieces. One 
disadvantage is that, over 
time, fill coa settle, leaving 
an uninsulated space at the 
to~Ofo walis. 
newer forms of in- 
sulalion are foam plastic 
sheets and sprayed-in-place 
foam. These materials offer 
the best insulating qualities 
per thickness (one inch of 
blue extreded polystyrene, 
commonly known by one of 
its t rade. ,  names, 
rating of 1t3Z in ceilings of 
electrically-heated homes; 
1t27 for ceilings in homes 
heated by natural gas; R14 
for walls; 1t30 foi" floors over 
vented or unheated areas; 
and R8in basement walls, to 
a level two feet bleow 
ground. 
To the DIY, the cost of 
doing a complete insulation 
job could be as high as $2,000 
although an expense of ;50o 
would be more common. 
ASSOCIATES 
REALTY LTD.  
ASSOCIATES 
compare not only the cost 
and insulating qualities, but 
the resistance to fire, 
moisture, and vermin, as 
well as the ease of in- 
stsllation. Insulating ability 
is commonly measured by 
the thermal resistance 
value, or "R". Any material 
has an associated R value. 
Building materials, uch as 
plywood, concrete blocks, 
and gypsum wallboard, 
have low R values (between 
9.3 and 1.3). Insulation 
materials ranfie in R from 2 
to 20, depending upon type 
and thickness. 
The most popular form of 
insulation is the batt or 
"Styrofoam", has an R 
rating of 5). The rigid sheets 
are lightweight and are a 
barrier to both sound and 
vapor. They can .cut con- 
struction costs because the 
sheets are nailed or glued 
directly to walls without he 
need of wooden framing. 
Feamboard sheets are the 
most expensive type of 
insulation, costing up to 5 
cents per sq. foot of one-R 
resistance. Polystyrene is 
more affected by moisture 
than other plastics, and can 
swell: It also has a low 
melting point (90 degrees 
C), and should never be 
installed behind fireplaces. 
per ~ent, as do doors and increased concern for 
windows. The remainder energy standards, most 
passes through ventilation ro i t a i u s n i 
systems. These-figures levels below those ad- 
would v~iry, of course vocated by the Canadian 
depending upon the land- Standards Association. The 
scapin~ of the property and CSA guidelines for 
the d~rection the house maximum comfort are: a 
faces. 
The basement 
the least ade( 
insulated area in 
FINANCIAL LTD. 
If you have a money need, 
whatever it  is, ass the 
Associates. Chances are one 
of our new HOME MOR. 
TGAGE PLANS can help you 
mast your financing 
requirements, tome in or ceil, 
to apply for tim funds you 
need. 
#3.4554 Lazelle Aven~ 
TMrICD# |.C. 
rio m" 
usually is - i 
quately- 
a house. 
blanket of spun glass or rock Professionals are The Federal Office of   'II" RYWALL and slag firbres. Batts are required to spray the plastic Energy Conservation ad. 
available in four and eight foams, such as polyurethane vocates outside, rather than 
foot lenths, and come in and urea-formaldehyde, inside basement insulation, 
varying widths directly into air spaces. The expecially in homes with 
corresponding to the eentres technology ofthis method is mo~s ttr r e o b 1 e m s 
of joists or studs. Blanket not yet perfected. However, this is a difficult 
insulation is the same wooly Polyurethane foam in task, onvolving con- SERVING TERRACE & KITIMAT AREA 
material on a longer roll. particular is subject to siderably excavation work 
Bundles vary in thickness expansion and could affect for an older home and not SPECIALIZING IN 
between two inches (R7) walls. Spray foam has suited to DIY. Ceiling in- 
and six inches (R20). This nearly the same R-value as suiation is relatively easy to TEXTURED CEILING 
type is reasonably inex- the rigid sheets, and is-install, but care must be 
pensive (between one and slightly less expensive. . taken that moisture is not DRYWALL APPLICATION 
two cents per square foot The greatest danger to trapped by the inslulation. 
per R unit) and is installed both forms of foam in- Most new homes have vapor 
by stapling it to the studs, sulation, however, is their barriers, but if one must be 
Glass fibre is easiert to flammability, Not only will added, it should face the 
handle than mineral wool, the plastics burn quickly, interior of the house. In 
but thelatter has a higher R- but they produce xplosive addition, ceilings must have 
value per inch. In working and toxic gases when on ventilation to allow 
either, advise the customer fire. They can never by used moisture escape. Rein- 
to use gloves to prevent skin where they might be ex- snlating a wall can he dif- 
irritation, posed to open flame inside a ficult because, in most 
Some hatts come with a building. If used inside, homes, the available space 
vapor barrier, a protective some building regulations between the walls is taken Competitively priced 
coating (was, aluminum state that they must be up by two-inch batis. Adding 
foil, plastic wrap) one one covered with gypsum more material might not I~ Reliable - Quality workmanship 
side of the package. Con- wallboard or other fireproof worth the effort. Newer 
finous polyethylene sheets., panelling. • homes, however, are being 
are more effective barriers Most consumers think of built with two-by-six inch "FREE ESTIMATES" 
because they do not allow insulation as being of value studs permitting much more 
air leaks. Vapor barriers only in the winter. Tell your space for proper insulation. PHOIIEg (day or night) 
are vital in combating a customers it alsoserves as a Most older homes are 
major problem in insulation barrier to heat in the under-insulated. Although ~5"3~ 
- -  increased moisture summer. And it economizes building codes are being 47144 |avis 
content. A well-insulated on the . . . . . .  operation of air revised curr.~ntly t.n ..fle~,-o -* ' ." 
house should be kept at a condltmnmg, unce me - i 
low humidity level, decision is made to upgrade ' - . 
Another common form of insulation, priorities must t 
insulation is loose fill, he set for the location of the .  • 
mater ia l .  SHELL  CANADA Although th~ • regarded as 
~q haat  
pelleSs of mineral wool, 
pulveriezed papor, sawdust, 
or expandedmica (zonollto 
or vermiculite). This can he 
used for sp.reading in the 
attic, but its primary ad- 
vantage is that it can he 
blown into-wall spaces of 
existing structures. The R 
values associated with loose 
fill ranges from 2 to 4 per 
inch, and their cost is 
comparable to the price of 
batts. (Vermiculite costs 
cieiling is often ~ded 
the major source of heat 
loss, recent studies have 
shown that more of a home's 
heat (25 to 30 per cent) is 
lost through the basement. 
About 20 per cent of the loss 
goes through the ceils.g, 
while walls in a single- 
storey home account for 15 
about 2½ cents per sq. ft. of 
R.) Cellulose fibre is the 
least expensive and best 
insulator of the loose 
varieties, but it must he ,d  
treated with a fire retardant A and, like sawdust and vermiculite, it absorbs 
water. Fill is easiest to ( 
install when wall spaces are L open, uninterupt~l, from OMINECA basement toattic. Having it BUI tDAt t  
LTD. 
.FUEL@ OIL 
6ss. sis 
MODERN, CLEAN, SAFE 
LOW COST 
4759 W. HWV. 16 
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•  U ]Laugh a t  Old Man Wmnter nn ' i  
: , insulate and weatherproof ._'. 
n and keep Old Man winter outside whore he belongs. " i  
your nose  now, ,,,, a one time lob that's easy to do yourself, and it i 
-- , - means permanent fuel saving and home comfort m 
No mMtor how hard you wish, Old Man Winter is not benefits. We'll be happy to advise on the fype of in- m i 
going to pass you by. He'll soon be hero, howling sulation that will do the best iob for you and we have a • 
around the house, blowing cold Icy winds and piling up handy Instruction booklet hat will make it easier than • 
thosnow. But, youcanhavethelastlaugh, ifyougetto youthink. Wealsohaveallyourotherweatherproofing • 
work now insulating and weatherproofing your home. needs storm windows and doors, Weatherstripping, •
' caulk and caulking guns, furnace fillers. Everthing 
= - mr insulation will keep warm air inside your hamo you need for warm/cozy comfort, m 
i ~ L ~ ' ~  Korolite Rigid Foam m 
i " N ~ 4 ~  ~ Insulation : 
= ~ ~l~\\\ ' \ Rigid foam insulation is : 
: ~ ~\  ~ light.weight and easy to i 
: ~L\\\ - ~ imtalL it also acts as its • 
= ~ '~q~%N "-' "~ " own vapour barrier and • 
~.  ~ will not sag or shrink due to I 
: ~.  ~%,  - -~  moisture. Keeps your ~. 
: .  ~ ~% " ~ home comfortable year • 
~ ~ r ~ round and helps control . [] 
= ' k ~  ~ N rising fuel bills. = 
: . 1"/  : • ... , " . , - . - "  
_ , - 2 Mi l  ,Clear Polyfl lm • 
: . cei,~,,~bre, loose.llll, Sheeting For Home and m - 
~o " [ ]  Covers 70 sq. ft. 3 thick. . . 
i m . Cottage Cover-ups • 
28 Ib Bag ~_ i~7 Pro-packaged rolls of ' U 
I Fil " 11  ~.  Pol~llm con be used to i~  
• Vbag protect all outside 
R| " , equipment and ful~niture = 
iplnsttheolements. It Is, m 
• " ' of ¢oum, an Meal vapour , , " . i  
. barrier. • 
i B 2 mll x 10¥' ' " • 
n ,1 .. ,0o sq. fL ro l l  ~O 1 . . . .  =v ik ing  Gun-  i 
i .sq. n. ~1. n. . . . qi~e, ch Open Faced " i 
i , ~ . . . . .  " . . . . .  . RoIcMd type gun takes U.  
\ ~ ~  WON aH v iny l  ird cnrtrldgo. . l '  
siena pistol grip • ~1 ~ . ~  Foam Weatherslrip -' • ' ' . 
= ~' - '~  ~ Vinyl foam firmlyaa/ached d l . ' !  i .  
~ - ' - ~  lmam(mldlngolcfolrpino. . • U |  : 
i . ~ ~  ' Foam ~H~IIN flexible i t  • Ha. " • : 
i Aluminum and ~ ~  iowerfemperatorelndwlll ." / 
m Vinyl WelltherslTip . ~ nd  fr**xo t~ door. " " • 
m 3 pkco Mt Includes. , " ' .  . Door sots Include plof~M • 
= =.  ; '  Nems Aluminum and ram. ' • • 
i ' "  ~' I ,n~ Vinyl ThreshoM . A- -_  Caulking Compound " " i H 
• Failures slotted screw ~.onlructecl of holvy No 111~) n47 i 
i holes for easy adlmdment, 
= Screws InckdM. . atumlnm.~ inch kmDth.krews included. • U~ set seaIF°rms • mlHenf durable Ba"l',; Gram . . . . . . . .  mwr  Inch'Jl'~ - i  
• " i 
| ~. . , - -  1 ~1 " i . r~  nAP L, tox. 1Z7 u.I~..w, to I='! _= 
i nut ,  No.. 10110 ~ : e  . i o i~  ~.O.y  mU |oa .  i 
. |  ,, 
• M [] 
W' nnmNgk.fuU Of Insu lmion  I n  
am 
Yes c~v~an o~l¢fldi ~ Cenmd~n ~ A . ~ b ~ ~ d ~ V .  i 
: ~ -- --IOhSltdMlonll . . . .  . .: 
~ l  noHt~ M buy. JuM co~ flds en~y 5. Oulkloll dmlors, ~r  e ~  e ~  ~ m 
~ ~rmmadmpUh~ome~t~cotod~ ntu~am~s~Mrt~m~sn~ 
Mroaf Bulldall, mini ~ ~ thalr mlNCflvo families we n~ • 
~l~o ~ ~Id~ In ~ o~. . .  • • 
RLH.ES • ~.~. . .~ .  . .~ ,~, ,~.0~ == 
• on~ ~-, ~ m o,~ ~o ~ cn~m ~m~ 7.~i ~ must uMr  ~ ~10 ~lno l 
~l l lo .  II~dMk~ (R.IO Mini I~olls), Io a clueMk~ clmcrllxd UMow. M 
n'dmJ~of 13COaquero f etof Imtdolk~n, will be I 
o~orded In o~h partk:lpM/ng Dullcloll shore In O .O~da~ Oc~ber ~, 19~. [] 
I . 9. N~ Undttd rmlr~s ~e right o deddethe'type • 
W~I~rS ~11 be r~lfled by t~aphate and v~ll be i 
the ~lm. requested to pick.up the prim hero. * .m 
-" " 
'=  . . _ • . ~% .' • 
i 
i 
i ' ~.. :'. 
mi l . i . i . !m.m. .~ 
i 
I l i  
. I BUI  l e  
mllninillillllllimmmmllummllBmugnmumgBm|ggm|nBnB mmBI  
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Insulation comes in three types 
BaR-Blanket Types: 
in most circumstances 
these types are more easily 
handled and appleid than 
loose fill. 
They are premanufae- 
tured, with the quality 
assured. 
They are the most suitable 
insulation materials for 
viertical surfaces in the 
attic (though rigid in- 
sulatien could also be used. 
They can be installed with 
an attached vapor barrierif 
desired. 
The cost per unit of.R- 
value is generally higher 
htan for loose fill. 
The choice between batt 
and blanket types will 
depend upon the. particular 
~ob to be done. Blanket 
insulation is often more ask- 
Energy, mines and resources published a booklet ca]ledKeeping the Heat In 
which explains the various types of insulation. 
ward to install. 
I,oose Fill Types: ~ j 
Best suited for non- 
standard or irregulsr joist BATT TYPE: slabs of lightweight glass or mineral 
spacing or when space 
between joists has many fibre. Available with or without a vapour barrier on 
obsturetions, Gets into one side. 
j 
BLANKET TYPE: identical to butt ype, except sold in 
continuous rolls. 
• . . . .  ~ IHOT WATER HEAT ING i,. . .~.  ! 
• . • • " AEDPLUMBING " : !SAVING ENERGYll , . . .  , 
i Bankof  Mon eai :: .  ' " /da]" l i i : ' !week  
IL ' " . ; "  "Canada 's  F i~ t. ~-~ '4~' "~p' 5"r "`  %. " ~" d~J ; "~ ' ~' ,~ :' *L ; ] I~ .HF~~.tNG &,  
• 
small areas, fire retardant, though some' Vermiculite is quiets f '~  " " 
Lo~e fill generally costa formulations may not'last expensive per unit /)f R-. 
lssaporunltofR-value that the. lifetime of the in- value, relative to other 
hatts or blankets, sulation.The insulation does types. Even the water 
If a vapor barrier is absorb water, and therefore resistant variety will absorb 
desired, it must be applied should not be used where moisture and _pgaibly cause 
sepuratley from the in- water can come in direct problems. It does have a 
sulation, contact with the insulation, very high fire resistance. 
If using Butt-Blanket Since this product has been Wood shavings are 
, less used than other types of suitable for ceinling use 
'TYpe differences between insulation, it is not yet only.Iflocallyprndueedand 
glass and mineral fibre are standardized in Canada, and treated to give fire 
not large. Glass fibre is vecause there are no resistance, shavings may 
ensior to handle and may flll equ iva lent  Canad ia  represent good value. The 
the space more effectively Standards, we recommend same moisture ten- 
than some mineral fivre that any cellulose fibre eiderationo apply as with 
hatta. On .the other hand, should either (I) state collulme fibre. 
mineral flbre tends tohave clearly on thebag that it Wond wool may be noed it " 
a l~lgher R-value par inch. meets the ASTM standards available locally at cam- 
Make your choice as -and  the National Cellulose potiflveirlces. Purchase it 
c~di~lv Insulation Manufacturers rely if it has been ereatm 
"If~'ai~LeeeeFtl l~me" Assoc ia t ion  (NCIM with fire retardant. If 
G in~"~d mineral '~'~ stun .d~,  am" (3)i f  it i s mo~mre is likely to be a 
are fire .and moisture t:anaalan, ma.ne, . .  ~ problem, use a moisture 
resistant manuxacmrer, snomo ae resistant insulation. 
" .  to ntec, in Cellulose fibre has a .pr~irnd. t (  .l~tre _ .  H you are using lame fill 
~.,.,.-- ~.-.!.,, . . . . .  ~,.. for .  wmmg,_ma¢ itmeem m~Je inaulktiouandplan to pour i t  
uqf~r~mm,mmm v,u,~ ~2' . s tand~.  • ' 
• given thickness. It is mane AM,, ,~n,,,, , ,ne h, ,  the into place, mike' am you 
• . - - -  -,--. _--- .  purchase the- "pouring" 
/ram recycled .newsprint, best m ~  res/sta~e of: 15~pe. The. "blow .i~". l~pe 
anG A l l  SUCD ]l"e~ll]l~'~Da waa~.  ~ IAnaa  I r l f lu  . ~0 ~,an  in .  ,. -,,. . . . . . .  v .  a .  I , , .  . . . .  " ,  "-" - "  must be blown m oy  a .  ass 'uLuqt J r  dllli~.,lllh ,I,I, ~ i ,~  A ~ .  ~ #|~ I~a,ee, s.~l 
prone to andesirable s ttling oi..,,,~'~'~'~,,'~'~,,, ~"~"~e special machine, unless 
than other lecse fill 'in-.,~."'~.'-~on',l--~,,~-naiv e slated differently by the' 
~t in - . | t i s t rea~wi tha  ~-~T~.~ds .  " - "  . man~actu~er. " " 
i . .  , , - - ~  _ -~~ ! 
[ LETS TALK 
" '  CHARLIE " 
ABOUT i] ,,.,.,,.,.,. 
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Insulating under house keeps in warmth CHANNEL CHUCKLES By Bil Keane 
You can substantially With the vapor barrier seams of the sheeting by .area and there she•lot also 
reduce your heating and facing up toward the  about 6 inches and secure be cross ventilation. In the 
cooling bills by insulating flooring overhead, it's them with moisture-proof winter, you can cloee off the 
the attic floor, since in- unlikely that moisture will tape. Also,. extend, the vents if you wish -- but it's 
sulation keeps hot air inside get through it. Even if, by sheeung up me moewaum mt  necessary. 
your home in the winter and some chance some does, the the sra~vlsimce two to three You may want to pro .tect 
outsidein the summer. "It's ventilation in the crawl inches an•secure it with the insulation if your home 
important o remember, space willquickly dissipate tape. has open crawis~c~, by 
though, that heat flows in iL Finally, make sure yowr. nailing standara inferrer 
any direction toward a Once the insulation is crawl•pace is proper.my ~rade softwood plywood, 
cooler surface," notes prop~.rlyinstalled, put down ventilated during, me msulatien board or a ~d lar  
Joeeph Kimpflen, 6-aft thick polyethylene summer.Asarme.otmumn~ covedng to the bottom of the 
residential enersy expert sheeting o-the floor of the when the ground m covereo floor joists. Do not use 
for Certain-Teed Cur- crawl space, to prevent with a vapor barrier, yo~_ _polyethylene sheeting for "Tonight's episode: 
porat/on, Valley Forge, Pa., moisture getting into the need at l~st I S.Cluare foot_of this, as moisture cannot get 'Hove you any 
"so with today's ~ utility orawispace area from the vent opemnp !~ every ~o 'through it to the venUlaCod 
WO0~ a " pdces, ti also pays to in- 8runnel below. Overlap the  aquar~ feet-of crawl•pace area. 
sulate floors over areas like 
crawlspaces,, p raSes  .or ~u~~~~n|mlm~m~nu~nM|~u~ml~lummuu~m~i~uu~ 
hasoments. Th~ applies," ! "' I P ' l l  V IID  " ha says, "Even if your home 
is alx~dy well insulated in 
the sidewall and attic 
areas . "  . i I kl .____ IFI  | 
"While crawling un-! ("ALBERT l MoGAFFERY") i derneeth yobr home to in- 
sulate a crawl-space may 
not strike you as the best job i 4805 W. HW, 1.6 ; 
in the world, it can still be 
readily accomplished bythe n • 
do-it-yourselfer," Mr : THMS ~.~ ~ / /~  =- 
Kimpllen says. You'll need 
a serrated bread knife .(to i AVAILABLE -~-~ ~r  ~ /  i 
cut insulation as needed), 
temporary lighting with • m 
waterproof wiring and .n 
connectors, a protable fan ~m -~ 
or blower to provide yen- i H 
~lation, a tape maesure,.~• 
heavy duty staple gun and • i 
staples, and of course, the _u 
insulation. Also buy enough i i• 
6.roll thick polyethylente • / ~ U * ~ "  " ~ . . .  : ~ t F ~ ! : ; : i ~ ~  e _- sheeting to cover the entire n_ "The Elrlh Stove burns I/1 
• earthen area under the i m 
~w ahd to extend up the __.-the fuel of many stoves 
sidewalls everal inches, as i Because pre-heating dra f t  
well as moisture-proof duct • manifold promotes ef f ic ient .~ 
tape. n. and complete combustion like i m 
• When purchasing in-  H solid fuel power plants. Super- bu  n 
,.sulation, know beforeh..n.d = heated air prevents "cool ing" 
me distance between me • of fire unlike manual "hole"  
floor joists (usually 15 in- • drafts do. Even large chqnks 
chesor23inches) soyoucan m_ burn slowly and completely - . . .  . . . . . . . .  ,. . . . . . .  
buy insulation ~ the pml~.r -. el iminates frequent ash ~oU~ "nS .~. I~W' ;R~'~" ;  
• m " BU 
w idth .  You 'u  aLSO nee( I  • removal: - -~- -  
, . , , . , -h~a,~ ;na , , laU0n with a [] . .. " Nr  Is tam In ~ 11~ aurm~lc 
~"""  . . . .  • .m__ -  • . . . . . .  & . . . . . .  d rMtat~ermro~t lwm Since 
reverse flange on me OUt- • I;ven l o [npur l lu rua  ~ a V ~ , ~ t ~ Y ~  
side to staple to the floor _ ~- .- . . . . .  . . .  s .  ,4 . .  • ,  can mtw. i t  Is ~ c lam dov~ ttro~h 
JU-"~;,v..~.~..3v."~;~.. u -um~, 'm; ' °  • automat ica l ly  ma inta ins  nn,~- .~ . .~o_~,  .~m~. . .~ 
0f  ~o; fK  f la i r - lace•  m.  • . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  o .mmo mr. Tm nwv m mw0~w 
• wire • mmperamreyoo SeleCT. LeVelS mda~_ o m ~  11wa~romstlc suiaUon ff you ~. l l  . - " . . . . . . . .  ~ mm mu~, air for ~rough 
mesh or chicken w~e over I our uneven Cycle el WOOO mml~sflm I~t~m~mn~ e;r 1hat • 
the joists to hold batis in • combustion (Manua l  draf ts  ~rea~,o,  oo~n~c~.~ 
place, . . , • cannot do this). Home tem. ~," '~"~,~. ' -~ '~,~'~ 
.. . . . .  :M, ,,, ,,~,, *~;. s.. peratures more even than "~°~~.~°W~T ~ 
. . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . .  [] furnace heat. STOVE m ~o ~r~, ~ memoa: Dean 9.y smp~H [] . --. . ~s l r l~( I )m~nm~f l ro  
the chicken w~re across . . ~ ~ ~ ~ o f  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • Burns 14 hours on one wood bad ,,m ~,= ,,,, ~ .=, ,,,,. 
seVera l  JOISB,  s r~run8 u~ u [ ]  . mlnm~ 
wall at one end and working • - • • ' ' • 
ward the center Then • "0OBVIr~| to open fire ansi•nil/ • out to • ~ • m 
slide fiber glass insulation .m ,~ . .b  ~. .  HOW THE EARTH STOVE [ ]  
bat ts  in on top of the wore. = vuua  mp • AUTOMATIC  DRAFT  WORKS • 
Besure that he kraft paper • Just set thermostat to cooking ~ ~rm ~.~t ~; mtwv~ m ~r • 
to  oe moflll~N" (1l WgllCII I |  IICIUlll~ [ ]  vapor varrier attached.., i heat desired - ideal for Crock- a .~m~.  , .~,u.v.  • . • prscisk~ • 
the insulation m u~mueg_ _ Pot" style cookery. U.rn~ .coil ~)... ~ coil m t~ • 
• t|oor o! i ' ' " [ o r  I11o M1ovo  one  i I~  fae~ up toward the . .  . . . . . .  ..,_.,._ ~ .~,~ [] 
the ll-vins area. When you E 'Wood Eases not wasted ~of"'mlr."m~urY -''~'vm~ntldn''" "~ 
come to the craw•pace [ ]  " room Nmpomwe ~ have mlocisd by 
• . .  ~ .a  ,~o  ; . ,o , , ] . t i . .  - Secondary draf ts  introduce ~Mg~0rdrollqlob(3).Tl~a(:~Jl~for • 
wan,  ,~ut .  . .  . . . . . . . . . .  ~mmt ~n l~rmrm ewn ~ the , • batts u the wall until they • oxygen above primary fire zone ~.~.~m,, v =m, .~ • 
hurt .f~mlv a~ainst the [] to burn volatile gases such as . • 
un-dersideo~the~[oorabove. ~ methanol, pyroligneous acid, p~w~s.p~c~ ' . m 
• t • The vapor barrier is u e~c.. . .. . , . • 
designed to prevent [] 'Air tn-ht • 
moisture in the warm a~ _s Pr -v~tsheat  ,'s . . . . .  "]' . . . . .  f 
inside the house from ge.~-, .. = ~ " " ",' " ' " " "~. .  I! • 
con~ee~e, hecause warm air _i ~ ! ~, = 
misplaced. ~ reduces !.he mn U : ' i~ '  " I MANIFOLD N ~ ,~ ~ m 
thermal efficiency of me • * . . ~ : 
Insulation until it dries ou~ " ' . . . .  . . . .  sna i l  ann" • ~mmimnmmmmmiimiimmmniinmmimmn[].im•munnmmnimimmmmm •mnnminmim• am 
a iga Jm.  - 
° 
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BRIGHTEN YOUR BEDROOM with decorative pillows and new cover- 
let. They are easy to sew and fun to make. Try time-saving "Scotch- 
mate" Iron-On Flexible Fabric Fasteners in place of hard-to-fit 
zippers. 
Br ighten Your  Home 
Wi th  Some Sewing  Ideas 
Does the interior of your 
home need a "lace lifting?" 
Well, jump on the band- 
wagon and join the "do-it- 
yourself decorating gen- 
eration." 
Do-it-yourself decorating 
has hit the household scene 
with a bangl E~,eryone is 
trying it. You can redecor- 
ate your home for a lot less 
money than you have ever 
imagined possible. And we 
all know the importance of 
thrift today. 
Since home decorating 
has become increasingly 
more important, the pat- 
tern companies have found 
many ways to help you 
achieve the "fashion look" 
you want for your tired 
and faded rooms. They 
now offer more home dec- 
orating patterns than ever 
before including such items 
as bedspreads, decorative 
pillows, coverlets, dust ruf- 
fles, quilts, draperies and, 
closet accessories. 
Fashion colors have be- 
come as important o the 
interior of your home as 
they are to your wardrobe. 
It's down with plain, white 
sheets, dull color schemes 
and unattractive prints. 
Now home accessories have 
become some of the most 
important fashion items in 
the stores today. The word 
"accessory" has taken on a 
new meaning. It has be- 
come the little touches that 
help to make your rooms 
sparkle and come alive. 
They can be pillows in a 
variety of styles and colors, 
or a bedspread in great 
prints and textures, or even 
towels in new fashion col- 
ors. Whatever your choice, 
they give your home a total 
"fashion Iook~ 
Fabrics for do-it-your- 
self decorating have .been 
greatly improved. You can 
now buy the same great 
colors, textures and prints 
that were once available 
only to professional design- 
ers. Or, in today's economy, 
wliy not start with sheets 
and toweling now avail- 
able in colorful new prints, 
stripes, plaids and solids. 
And whether you sew a lot 
or are just a beginner, you 
can start with a small proj- 
ect. Pillows or pillow cov- 
ers are easy and do so 
much to freshen up that 
tired room. 
The next pillow you 
make, why not try 3M's 
"Scotchmate" Iron - On 
Flexible Fabric Fasteners 
instead of a zipper. They 
are a real timesaver, easy 
to apply with the heat of 
an iron and can be cut to 
any length desired without 
weakening their ability to 
perform. They are colorfast 
and can be either laun- 
dered or dry cleaned. 
Another sewing project 
that is easy to do and will 
create awhole new decora- 
tor look for your bedroom 
is a new coverlet from a 
recycled old, faded quilt. 
Just take two sheets (one 
smaller than the size of the 
bed) and machine-stitch 
.them together on three 
sides, forming a large pil- 
low case. Iron-on your 
"Scotchmate" fabric fasten- 
ers to the fourth side for 
the closure and insert the 
quilt. Presto, a new cover- 
let for your bed and a new 
life for your old quilt. Why 
not add a dust ruffle to your 
new coverlet? You can 
make it easily by using the 
iron-on fasteners. 
lust use yourimagina- 
tion. Take advantage of 
time-saving sewing tips and 
in no time at all those tired 
rooms of your home will 
have a new lease on life. 
.) 
b) on the outside of con- 
Polystyrene and : "rney are, nowever, crete, masonry, or wood 
olyurethane insulations considered safe when .in- frame walls 
reate a severe fire hazard stalled properly. In par- c) inside masonry cavity 
when used in exposed or ficudar, they may be used walls, if suitably fire- 
semi-espased applications, under the following con- stopped 
They should not-he used in ditions: d) under concrete floor 
any situation whiq~h might a) inside, ff covered by ½ slabs 
expose them to olin flame inch gypsum board (or with e) as roof insulation ap- 
inside a building, plaster) plied above the roof. 
IliMIMMMMMMIMMIMIIMMMMMMMMMMIMNIMMIMMMMMMMMMMMIMMMM 
i TANKS ~ SALES,. | 
: " & I . . . . , ; ; . . . . . /  & , -" 
" CYLINDERS [ I jA~IAUJ I~N | RENTALS =_= 
[ [ 
| CANADIAN PROPANE GAS & OIL LTD. .= 
• PROPANE : 
: PROPANE and NATURAL GAS ~,~,.~.. | 
.m .,., ,  APPLIANCES ~ | 
-" .-,, , . , , . , . ,  ,.. , , , , ,  : 
• 4516 KEITH REG. G 635-2920 a s
IlllllllllllllllnllMIllllllllllllllllllllllllllll_m 
HARDWARE STORES 
helps you do things right 
GORDON & ANDERSON LTD. 
,4806 IJU[ELLE 
~gm_RR~m 
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Decorating onJust a Shoestring? Read on! 
'Woolworth's too expen- 
s ive for you? Feel an 
unrelenting compulsion to 
ransack every second-hand 
shop you pass? Know about 
moving sales and swap 
meets before the sellers and 
swappe~ do? 
You're on your way to 
becoming one of the spunky 
new breed of inter ior 
decorators who can work on 
a shoestring budget and 
transform a ho-hum apart- 
ment into a spellbinder. 
Here are some 'clever 
shoestringing ideas you 
might want to consider 
trying: 
For the bedroom: Instead 
of investing in a conventional 
bed frame and headboard, 
think about .constructing 
four long boxes that butt up 
against each other to frame 
your bed beautifully. Build 
them as high as your bed 
stands from the floor. Use a 
bright print puff or com- 
forter and your room will 
look great. The boxes can be 
pulled apart and used as low 
benches or night stands 
whenever you need them. 
Versatility plnsl 
There's another way to 
combat he bare look of a 
missing headboard: Place 
your bed so the pillow end is 
against he wall, then paste 
• brightly printed ecals in a 
semi-circle, square, triangle, 
etc., where your headboard 
would normally be. That's a 
cheap "out"! 
For the living room: As 
picture'framing continues to 
grow more expensive, 
people are starting to look 
for alternatives. One simple 
solution: paint a frame 
around your picture or 
mirror. Pick up the patterns 
and colors in your rugs, your 
throw pillows or other 
objects in the room for 
unity. 
You can build beautiful 
sofa tables by bolting • 
together some 2" x 2" pieces 
of wood, and sliding in a cut- 
to-size piece of glass for the 
table top. 
Transform your unin- 
teresting radiator into a 
classy little piece of sculp- 
ture with a creative paint 
job. Add excitement to your 
walls, your doors andclosets 
with large-scale graphics of 
buildings, plants or roadsid e 
scenery. Brainstorm with 
your artistic friends for ideas 
--  and check with your 
landlord~0¢fore you go all- 
out with giaphics. 
If you're not a painter by 
heart (or hand) you can still 
create beautiful w~ll pieces. 
Think of an linteresting 
design. "Then buy some of 
the new slow-setting ad- 
besive wallpaper you can re- 
position if you need to. Put 
that on the wall over your 
chair or sofa and let it serve 
as your "canvas." Then 
stick on some Colorful autoi 
piustriping and cloth tape in ! stripes, plaids, t r iang les -  
however you're inclined. 
Voila, your own little 
Louvre! 
For the kitchen: Save '~ 
your half-gallon wine~P 
bottles and use them as 
canisters for storing sugar, 
flour, rice, nuts and other 
staples. You can decorate 
them Or use them "as is." 
Perhaps you can put to- 
gether some pine shelving 
and cut notches la rge  
enough to hold the bottle- 
necks, for a decorat ive 
storage rack. 
Sew together a colorful 
little hanging catchall with 
pockets for recipe cards and 
kitchen odds 'n ends, using 
oM sheets or scraps of 
material. 
DO-IT TOURSELF :. 
IN |  $ME! 
"FRIENDLY, EXPERT ADVISE" 
JUST ASK US, 
TERRACE 
INTERIORS 
4610 LAZELLE OSG-UO0 
Tell us your masons 
for borrowing... 
~~~ "'w"qn~t~~o~i~dade.~-,kJro~ ]'~/le-I~lO.c=+Oif~ 
i l l~$1U ~ oF my vie~ of fhe mounfains, It was a r~son  
~ fhe I:P, oyal Bank could appreciafe. If you ask me, 
J " ~he Royal Bank's a good place fo go for a loan." I ~ . 
• . ..~.~._ Borrowing shouldn't be taken lightly, but there are times when a 
z:. ' Termplan Personal Loan can be the answer you're lookin~ for. You 
can find out all about it at any Royal Bank branch in Brinsh 
Columbia. 
WE t)AN HELP YOU 
and 
we'll 
help 
P.S. The Royal Bank has just inWoduced 
new Loan Rates for HomeImprovements... 
ask our loans officers for details. 
Yw Ug et atyou 
need. 
4640 LAKELSE 
TERRIOE, B,O, 
Phone,,, Gorry Warren 
Mira Mordson 
Oathy Owens 
636-7117 
ROYAL BAN K 
..fora lot of reasons. 
I 
/ :  
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Cover windows 
in many ways 
There are a lot of alter- 
natives to curtains. Window 
shades are popular w~e 
some people create pseudo- 
stained glass windows in a 
variety of ways. Others just 
abandon coverings all 
together. 
vd.~dee conscious people 
few wmdwos esfi b~d 
shelves in front of the 
window for herb gardens 
and light loving plants. 
Plexigl~m, available from 
All West Glass or Glacier 
Glass, is ideal for these 
shelves. 
They shoula be suspended 
by two ropes at either end 
and should beno more than 
six inches wide. Either I- 
bolts by the window from or 
anchored ceiling hooks hold 
the shelves adequately. 
Ind~trious home 
decorators can consider 
knotting a macrame hanger 
over the window. A loose 
pattern should be used for 
windows frequently opened. 
For stationary windows, 
• tighter patterns hould be 
used. ::*" 
Windoows are ideal 
display cases for off-loom 
weaving. String your weft 
vertically with a curtain rod 
both top and bottom of the 
~vindow. Then, at your 
leisure, fill in the woof. 
People with less time can 
stretch a length of fabric 
over the window. A com- 
plementary fabric to your 
wallpaper is ideal. For 
people with painted walls, 
graphic block prints are 
available. Further in- 
formation can be obtained 
from Portohelin Fabrics, 
Albert Street, Ottawa, Ont. 
or they may be seen at The 
Bay's larger stores. 
Windows can also be 
painted with watercolors. 
However, this is advisable 
only for people who have 
double windows and do not 
have steam heating. Con- 
densation tends to make 
watercolors run. 
Many different window 
shades are available. Ikea 
4351 No. 3 Rd.: Furnighings, 
Richmond, B.C. has severat 
patterns in their free 
catalogue. Closer to home, 
stri .~ .  and solid shades are 
available through Sears. 4 
Roll-up bamboo shades in j 
matchs|ick and tortois~ 
shell designs add airy in- 
formality to windows. These 
shades are also versatile. If 
you move, you can cut them 
to fit your new windows 
using only a pair of scissors.. 
Since dust tends to collect, 
between the narrow slats of 
rell-ups, use the dusting 
brush of your vacuum 
mintbly on this ~pe of 
wondow coveting, once a 
year, take them outside, 
hang thin by their tops to a 
clothesline and spray with a 
garden hose. Let them dry, 
and then rehang at your 
windows. 
~m.f. ; .a  fnn onn h~ 
(mterent trom stare staptes. 
Bedsheets make marvellous 
curtains, with a built-in hem 
for threading the curtain 
rod. Sheets are quick and 
easy. 
The choice in sheets is 
wide and they present on 
opportunity to complete a 
decorating theme in 
bedrooms on a shoestring 
budget. For more light 
blockage, couple the sheet- 
curtains with won- 
dishwasher: kern 
"WHOOSH-WASH" 
to "whirr-whirr" 
For many homemakers, 
the savor of a fine meal is 
too-soon spoiled by the nec- 
essary after-meal dishwash- 
ing chore. 
- And even ff the clean-up 
face-off means only loading 
a dishwasher, it can still 
be .a bothersome chore ff 
yo~'re g6ing to be badgered 
by a noisy dishwasher and 
its irritating "whoush-wash ~ 
sound. 
General Electric suggests 
you put a damper on this 
casseroles with baked-on • .~_~.~"~' .~~ 
soils, without a rinse, but 
will do the fob quietly 
with sound-softening tech- 
niques. 
GE's souncl-sh/elded Pot- 
scrubber H models feature 
an exclusive PermaTuf 
tub (with natural sound- 
dampening characteristics) 
wrapped in a blanket of 
£berglass. And, by mount. 
ing the motor and pump on 
rubber supports, the manu- 
• facturer educed vibration 
noise from these moving N0~ YOU'RE COOKING dowshades. 
parts. Concern about noise WITH P~i'Rk~! 
Denim has excellent light_- also lead the man~actm~ 
blocking properties as well to develop wash impellers 
as being inexpensive and that no longer cause the SAFETY IN 
easy to work with. It is ideal annoying "whoosh-wash" THE KITCHEN: 
for a teenagers I~oom. sound. It's more apt to be the 
A =sounds" idea for a Bright hawaiin prints are great for kitchen and clean-up chore and noise cleaner and quieter kitchen dull knife that will slip and 
bathroom. They brighten pollution in the home by is a Fotscmbber H dish- cut you, so keep those 
the motif.while keeping an letting a sound-iusulated washer and its sound-soft- knives harpened upl When 
element of privacy. Usually Potscrubber II dishwasher ening features that allow not in use, knives should 
of heavier hopsacking or handle the after-meal dirty you to turn it on and still be stored in a wall rack or 
cotton duck, hawaiin prints work. These models can carry on a normal conver- storedwithbladessheathed 
have excellent l ight- not only clean most dishes, sation, watch TV or have in cardboard. 
blocking properties, including pots, pans, and after-meal peace of mind. 4 ~  
Instead of 
kitchen 
back, handkerchief style. 
Tie lightweight living and GENERAL SET  11 lOSE 
dining room curtsins to the I 
to~p come,  and centre of the KITCHENS 
window. This looks • MODERNIZED 
when there are several 
small windows along a wall. 
Cover the gaps with mat- NOW! 
thing curtains. Hanging Years Of Craftsmanship" 
curtains along an entire wall 
adds a feeling of luxury to a 
room.  
• ~ ~ 
RESIDENTIAL 
YOUto walkhave io t 
before you OOMMEROIAL 
can  ruLne  CUSTOM CABINETS- PRE-HUNG DOORS a'nd BI-FOLD DOORS pSR~lOpa~..." ~~0~ Kayline Wood & Western GIm Win4~m 
No Job Too Lorge Or Too Smoll 
Free Estlmotes - Our Office Or In Your I-brne 
CARPENTRY & MILLWORK . e~mnlngs Call 
The Canad4n movmn~t I~ pe~somd I,Iness 
, ,11o n ,m 635-5455 ° "  Rm.  635.7323 
F 
~A 
AL IEX DRIWALL 
INSTALLATION 
LTD. 
COMMERCIAL 
INDUSTRIAL 
RESIDENTIAL 
FREE ESTIMATES 
635'9721 
H 
H 
H 
H 
k4  
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NOW YOU CAN INSTALL I? YOU RSELF... a new line of stainless teel 
sinks, designed expressly forths beginning do-it-yourselfer, has been 
introduced by Neptune Lifetime Sinks. Simple 1-2-3-4 procedure is 
as follows: 1.Mount faucet, spray and drain fittings Ix, fore placing 
sink in countertop; 2. Pro.assemble Neptune's exclusive"One.Hand" 
mounting clips around perimeter of sink rim. Run a continuous bead 
of caulk around rim; 3. Set assembled sink in countertop cut.out; 4. 
Swing mountiflg clips to catch underside of counter. Tighten speed 
screWs with screwdriver. 
Plant in Fall for Spring Bulbs 
Glorious tulips in vibrant 
crimsons, reds, yellows and 
pinks, the golden trumpets 
of daffodils, the shapely 
beauty and fragrance of 
hyacinths, the petite charm 
Of crocuses -- these are the 
special delights of our 
springtime gardens. But like 
all spring bulbs, they must 
be planted in the fall, 
You" also may whh to 
select some of the smaller 
bulbs --~ grape hyacinths; 
• Snowdrops, Winter AcOnite, 
Chionodoxa, Or Iria Reficul' 
am -- to add variety and 
extend the blooming season. 
Spring bulbs are among 
the saddest of ~ phnts to 
grow, even for  beginnm. 
Their only special require- 
ment is well-drained soil, 
since excessive moisture 
.may cause the fleshy, bulbs 
to rot. Bulbs must" be 
planted well before the first 
hard freeze of autumn, so 
that they will have time to 
develop strong roots to 
sustain them until spring. 
Prepare your bulb beds by 
breaking up and loosening 
soil to a depth of 8-10 inches. 
If drainaae isnoor. or soil is 
heavy, add sand or peat 
moss. Bonemeal or ferdfizers 
rich in phosphorous, cal- 
cium and magnesium should 
be mixed with the loosened 
soil. 
Tulips, daf fodi ls  and 
hyacinths should be phnted 
6-8-inches below the soil 
surface and spaced 6 inches 
apart. Crocuses sod other 
small bulbs hould be set4-6 
inches deep, and. spaced 3 
inches apart. Place the bulbs 
firmly in pnsi.tion, pc'rated 
- endlup, cover withsoil ,  then 
water thoroughly after 
planting, and water egnlady 
throughou t the fall. 
" o~ee the bulbs are in the 
ground, nature takes over. 
• Roots begintoform, andthe 
plant developsthroughout 
the winter to burst forth at 
the first hint' of Spring. 
When the first shoots 
appear. in. spring, fertilize 
again with: nitrogen and 
potassium. After flowering, 
remove faded flowers and let 
the foliage grow until it 
starts to yellow. It is during 
this period that he plant will 
build a new bulb for next 
season's blooms. 
D0-1t-Yourself 
Stainless Steel 
Sink Introduced 
Like so many other home 
plumbing projects today, 
the installation of a new 
stainless-stcol sink is no 
longer the exclusive domain 
of the plumt~r. Neptune 
Lifetime Sinks has intro- 
duced a new 5no specifically 
for the beginning do-it- 
yourselfer,  which has re- 
moved most of the difficulty 
and all of the mystery from 
such a project. 
The manufacturer points 
out that instalfing one of 
their new stainless-steel 
sinks can even be easier than 
replacing a faucet alon~, 
since the faucet and othex 
accessories are far easier to 
work on when the sink is 
removed from the cabinet. 
Basic steps in its i~tallafion 
are shown in the accompa- 
nying photograph: 
1. Mount faucet, sprayand 
drain fittings before 
placing sink in countertop 
2. Pre-assemble Nept0ne's 
exclusive ~.One-Hand". 
mounting clips around 
perimeter of sink rim.. 
Run a continuous bead 
of caulk around the rim. 
3. Set assembled sink in 
countertop cut-out. 
4. Swing .mounting clips to 
catch underside of 
counter. Tighten speed 
seaews with screwdriver. 
• .The. fml  step:Jq~vO .ll]ls 
making your faCetsupply 
and drain connections, and 
that 's i t  " .you're done! 
Detailed• instructions pro- 
Tided with the ~ explain 
menuremente, simple tools 
required, and every step 
involved. 
Boot With parents getting to- 
ff fall is here, can HallOo gether to organize tl~e vent, 
wcen be far behind? Start. Halloween can be a truly 
making plans for a neigh- exciting occasion for your 
borhood Halloween party favorite ghost or goblin. 
after the youngsters are/'m- 
ished trick-or-treating.. Spruce Up Your Hansel 
RID FURNITURE OF 
WATER MARKS 
To remove water marks 
from furniture, use several 
drops of spirit of camphor. 
Apply- the camphor to a 
damp cloth and rub over 
mark. 
Windows will come clean 
faster and stay clean longer 
if you moisten your llnt. 
free cloth with glycerine; 
dry them with wadded 
newspaper. 
I)ON'T 
MISS A MOMENT 
OONSENVK ENERM 
If  that washer  or range 
is not serviced properly, 
you're wasting ENERGY 
.and MONEY.  
q 
SEE US TOBit! 
SERVICE 
DEPOT FOR: 
INGLIS 
WESTINGHOUSE 
WHIRLPOOL 
ADMIRAL 
GSW 
11HIWE 
INULRE 
matins 
3325 EMERSON 
I ~ . ~ m ' ,  ~ ~ 
p,~ . 
HOTW El:HE 
-....' F|n:EmtV nOON inTeN nouE.On eFFiOE",. 
i . . . . . .  
• IN,gamiNS : . ...r WI111OlH 
.WONDERFULLY .  CLEAN " :~; .- - . ' ". 
.ABSOLUTELY  SAFE  
.HEALTHFUL 
;HEAT ING THAT.  PROVIDES AT  THE LOWEST COS?, MOST. 
UNIFORM COMFORT • OFALL  HEAT ING METHOD'S  TESTED 
,THE .ONLY  ELECTRIC  HEATER THAT UT IL IZES  . '9SEALED IN- 
WATER'& ANT I  FREEZE"  AT  LOW TEMPERATURES FOR THE 
PREVENTION OF  WALL  SMUDGING.  
,MANY OTHER FEATURES 
FOR FURTHER INFORNATION 
SEE WARREN AT 
SPRING BULBS are easy to grow. but must be planted in the fail. 
. , ,,, 
. , '-/,:.i , ."'"..2' )' : • , *'" " " ",:.:.."; :i' : . . . .  i .... . /~t.,'," 7.". %*.:. :: "-' .',. 
..." '" ..... :.":" "': .... : ' , i '  ' " ' ": ' ."i i'"' :.'-. :. ': ' ' :':.:" ' . '  ' " ' ~'~:'! !".2'."~:;:"i~'i?~:!':~.'? ' {' 
: "/:/"" o igr30"6 p,m, 10n. thruSal, .  .!::!.i/:: 
: * /• :  : • • opposHeTer ramHolo l  / : :  ; 
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m a red-sad-blue hopsack. 
The covers on the four 
ottomans are jmt as derabk. 
They are Naugahyde vinyl 
fabric in the leather-look 
"Consulate? pattern. Color 
is buckskin. What gives this 
fabric its unusual .durability 
is its laminated construction 
with as many as eight layers 
of tough vinyl, sandwiched 
together in a fabric that 
defies tears and nicks. 
4. Use off-the-shelf furni- 
ture and fabrics to get the 
best value for the dollar. But 
look for ways to customize 
by applying your own 
ingenuity. 
In the upstairs room, the 
chest, bought at an unfinished 
furdtme ~ underwent 
metamorphosis from cater- 
pillar to butterfly..It was 
painted, bordered in bright 
red tape, and given a new 
back with a drop-leaf shelf 
that folds down to make a 
writing desk. In addition, a
few of the sculptured letter 
forms on the washable vinyl 
wall panels were painted 
bright accent colors, scarlet 
and navy. 
The object, as Doherty 
points out, is to get more 
living out ofexistinginterior 
space by making the house 
conform to family activities 
and needs rather than the 
other way around. But 
family interests change. • 
HEAW.DUTY LEATHER.LOOK Naugahyde vinyl fabric on ottomans, red-and.blue hopsack commercial 
carpet on floor, and washable sculptured vinyl wall panels are materials selected for their extra durability 
and easy care. Choice of long-wearing materials i  important when a room serves more than one use. In 
this upstairs guest room.office-playroom, thechest was given a new back with a drop.leaf shelf that folds 
down to make a writing desk. The ottomans, covered in"Consulate'~ pattern, doubleas torage units and 
nest beneath the table. A few of the letter forms on the wall were painted by hand in bright accent colors 
of scarlet ~nd navy. 
Multi-purpose rooms 
good use Of space 
Some rooms are like 
caterpiilan. They emerge in 
different roles at different 
times, changing through 
metamorphosis from an 
upstairs playroom to a 
nursery to a child's bedroom" 
to a guest room to a. study 
and den. '. 
Somewhere along the 
way, rooms are often made 
to fill several roks simul- 
taneo'usly.  Such well- 
planned multiple uses of 
interior areas can make a 
home seem larger and even 
add to thevalue of a house 
when it's time to sell. 
For these reasom, it's not 
a bad idea to make an 
annual survey of all your 
family activities to deter- 
mine whether your home is 
giving you as much living 
space as it can. 
The children arp a year 
older. Maybe part of the 
basement can become a 
party and game room. The 
oldest girl is married and 
living in Japan. Maybe her 
old bedroom can become an 
office with accommodation 
, for o~asional overnight 
"guests. . 
When converting a room 
from one me to another, or 
when planning a multi- 
purpose room, there are 
some common-sense rules to 
follow. Tom Doherty who, 
as design d i rector  for. 
Naugahyde, has made a 
study of heavily used rooms 
often this checklist: 
I. If the room is to 'be  
used for more than one 
activity, make sure that the 
time .and ef fort  spent" 
c0nvertipg from one use to 
the other is minimal. 
This means that good-" 
looking'daybeds that double 
as sofas are musts for guest 
morn-offices; and that a 
children's playroom that h 
also to be an adult party 
room. should have over- 
sized bins into which can be 
thrown the remarkable 
number of blocks, toys, 
stuffed animals, and games 
that will quickly accumulate. 
2. Use easy-care materiab 
on the floor and walls. Pick 
upholstery fabrics like 
Naugahyde that resist can 
and scratches and that clean 
With soap and water.. 
If you like the look and 
feel of natural suede, which 
"s a fabric that requires 
careful maintenance, instead 
order vinyl fabric in a suede 
finish. Same is true of 
denim. Nauphyde's "FroW 
tier" pattern isa denim look- 
alike but has the easy-care 
features of vinyl fabric, 
3. Pick durable mated- 
ale. Commercial carpet, the 
kind that is sold for once 
bui ldings, has a flat, 
architectural look and 
comes in almost as many 
colon as carpet for the 
home. Its advnnmge is that it 
is engineered tohide soiling 
and stand up to heavy wear. 
In the upstairs guest 
room-office-playroom shown 
here, the carpet on the floor 
BolenScleans up 
...big snows in a hurry 
Three great models- • degree rotational di~harge chute 
• All controls console mounted for easy 
5, 6 and 8 hp reach 
• Heavy duty24 or 26" auger • 4 forward speeds 
• Locking differential action on some 
• Mitt-size recoil starter ~ models 
• Two-stage power A Bolsns snowthrower can take the 
• Dependable Tecumsoh Snow King agony out of winter snows for you. Sure 
engine starting. Rugged construction. Two-stage 
• throwpower. Controls right at waist-level 
for easy operation. You get it all with 
. . . . . . .  ~owthrowera. 
b~ walt UII you're mowed In. 
on and let's talk about peace of 
rou this.winter--with a tough, 
,rfuI Bolena snowthrower. 
¢lUipment includes chains, 
¢tive cab, eloctdc start. 
ali M¢ Consumer 
Products 
. . . .  TBntoE  EQUiPIilEIIT SALES LTD. " 
' 4539 GREIG "AVENUE ]: ,"* . "* 63S-6364 ./ °"" " ' TERRACE,  B.C." 
Yearning for a Fireplace? 
Have you ever wished 
your house had been built 
with a fireplace in the family 
room, bedroom or even the 
kitchen? 
No need to envy the 
elegance of homes built in 
thepast. If you're a reason- 
ably skilled do-it-yourselfer, 
you can add a fireplace to 
almost any room in your 
home for as little as $800, 
says the Fireplace Institute. 
More warming news: you 
can do it without knocking 
out walls or other costly, 
major emodeling. An entire 
fireplace --  fi~e chamber, 
chimney sections, • roof 
terminations, flashing and 
hearth extension - -  can be 
purchased in a customized 
kit, ready to install with 
attested to by labels which 
carry the approval of a 
major testing laboratory 
and attest o conformity to 
building codes. 
The interior finishing or 
"framing ~of a new fireplace 
may be done !n any style - -  
with a colonial mantel, 
country-style stone hearth 
and ch imney or sleek 
modern paneling. 
• Another option is a free- 
standing fireplace. As the 
name implies, this type of 
fireplace stands clear of 
walls. It is installed on a 
fireproof base and vented 
through, the roof or an 
outside wall. Free-s~nding 
fireplaces also come in a 
variety of styles, ranging 
from brightly colored 
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.Pictures Will Brighten that 
Blank Wall 
An interesting arrange- 
ment of framed pictures can 
add new life to a drab Wall. 
A funct ional  hallway,. 
stairway or non-functional 
alcove can be converted to a 
lovely display area for 
framed pieces .that say 
something about  your  
family,, hobbies or travel 
experiences,. 
\ Postcards, snapshots, 
news clippings, posters, 
cartoons,_marriage and 
birth certificates make 
delightful groupings. An 
appropr iate frame and 
careful matting and mount- 
ing will lend a professional 
look to almost any type of 
hanging. 
For a very symetrical, 
unifcd look, you ~ight 
want to choose similar 
frames and t~ats in different 
sizes. Or you can work 
toward an eclectic look, 
which, with the help of an 
artistic eye, will produce a
harmonious arrangement. 
You can theme your 
walls: silly photos of the 
family, formal portraits of 
your ancestors, faces from 
the past you would like to 
have known, snapshots of 
yourself from birth to 
present, cities you have 
visited, and so on. 
Hanging PlcturesT 
Before you dnve nails into 
your walls, mark the spot 
with an  "X"  made of 
cellophane tape. This handy 
, t r ick will keep the plaster 
from cracking when you 
hammer in the nail. 
simple tools. Scandinavian models toll I i 
• " " " ',', N E E D  
Th~=eWref~~l  ~ 7Sn~nCsVic~.rian or Ben I 
ti 2t 
"zero-clearance" installation. Construction and install'[ i ~ ~ ~ ,~ '  
This means they can be ation of free-standing I . -- -- - ~ ~.~ ~ m -- -- ~ I 
placed flush with existing fireplaces are also coveredll • | I [ r l  a e s • 
i walls and on the floor.with by approvals of testing'[ I I I II M M I J~  j I  in I J  
complete safety. The heavy hboratories and building]i . W • • • ~ V W I I F  --'-'- | 
metal, insulated fire chamber codes. 1' ~MJ~ ~1~ ~ ~ h ~1 a~ 
remains cool on the outside• Whine can you buy a, ~ ~IK '~ II ! • • • • .  ~ I ' --D' g 
The insulated metalchimney, fireplace? Home remodelingl h~ i [ ~  im~ ~ ~ i~k~ • 
easil" installed is vented . . . .  i ' - -  ~ " "  ~ ' "  . . . .  - -  y , centers ano ,repmce qu P'I ~ .~ '~-  .q 
through the roof or an ment shops can help you] ~ . _ . : _ ,  m s • a- ,~'="~ ]~ 
outside wall. select the "components fo~ ~ - iA  I I  m IB  t ~]~I i  
The safety of these the installation and the look ]l ~ i w ' ' ' ' ' "  " I "  ; ' • h~ 
factory-engineered units is you desire. ~ . . . . . . .  i - -  " - -A  "--" ~ ~N 
~ s01o Xa lum t , ,~ ,~"~~ Phone: 638-1166 V 
, .~  . . . .  ~ .~=. . .  , - .~ : .  ~ , ' , , ,  ~ . . . . . .  . •_  . _ 
Walruses can swim down 200 feet to dig for clams anu l~llr~~~-~pr~r,~r,~pr~V,~Wa~'~y,~y,~p~'a~,~pr,~r~~ 
oysters-but have to come up every few minutes for air. 
HELP LAW ENFOROEMENT 
AND HELP YOURSELF... 
. One way to protect yotwhome from ,unwante~ intmde.rs ~ tb .get e~ravin~, tml which is loaned oUt to e~ch resident for a few days 
involved in the Neighborhood War~n program now uemg x.or-tree o.x cnarge, / . 
;mulated in Terrace by Terrace "RCMP and three local seL-vlce During.the b!.ockm.eetin~, or gamz.ed by ~e service clubs, a 
- member trom the m;M~ aemcnment elut _ , will explain the program 
~ts'~,t,~..., ,,¢ thA ~,,ta, .v  ~. l ,h  nnd Downtown and Centennial and also give tips on how to (.urther burglar-proof your home. 
• " ~ " ~ °  " " . . . .  J . . . . . .  - ' ' " . . . .  checkto see all r ;^ . .  ~Oh,t.~ ~.o  ~f=,<.o  thp. Rm'v ee  to  res idents  who want  to  Oncethettemsareengravedac]ubmemborwi]] 
valuables and protect their ensure aster ecovery of these items ire .m.s of value have been p.rol~r!Ymarked and will the .g tv  the 
• , resioenm two sticker, one mr me oaeg sour ana one xor me from 
o, w oh w'" iOe. ,, homo 
explain the program, the main thr~. tot  w.men m eng. ,  S_y_,l_ n Everyone living in Terrace'and district area is I~.ing ~ged by 
social insurance number on SUCh vaman~e ann easay sm e police to participate in this program. J:or more informati0.on yo~ 
items, such as televisions, sterees and cameras, with a special can eontactone of the thi'ee service clubs or the Terrace m;~vw. 
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